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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Through the analysis of interviews with Leading Researchers and Research Executives 

we gained insights into their views on RRI and barriers to its implementation. Our most 

important findings are the following: 

Most of the scientists interviewed welcomed RRI in the double sense of interacting 

with society (both stakeholders and lay people) and of selecting research topics accord-

ing to social importance. Many scientists explained they were eager to serve society and 

appreciated social input for identifying pressing problems that they could set out to 

solve. Of course, it is not obvious whether this positive attitude actually translates into 

relevant action, but judging from the opinions given in the interviews, the atmosphere 

among scientists toward RRI is friendly and welcoming. There is a basis to be built up-

on. Suitable measures have been outlined in Deliverable D3.4 (recapitulated briefly in 

5.1.4 ff. below) which develops recommendations to further elaborating and advancing 

the sense for RRI in the scientific community.  

Input from industry, and stakeholders in general, was largely welcomed as a 

source of funding and ideas about useful pathways of research. However, Leading Re-

searchers were worried about the influence of social forces on topic selection and the 

risk of bias. Concerns were articulated, in particular, regarding the impact of pharma-

ceutical companies on medical research. In contrast, Research Executives were merely 

afraid of a possibly negative reception of industry-funded research among the wider 

public. Such research might appear to be biased. However, the primary cause of concern 

was this appearance among the general audience and its impact on the reputation of 

science. A remedy suggested for keeping the one-sided stakeholder influence, imagined 

and real, at bay was involving a multiplicity of stakeholders.  

A recurrent theme of the interaction between science and the public was the goal 

to augment the interest of the general audience in scientific results. Science was fre-

quently believed to have a low reputation among the public, and RRI was seen as an op-

portunity to enhance the image of science among lay people. Thus, in this interaction it 

was the direction from science to the public that was underscored, but the reverse in-

fluence on science was welcomed too (see above).  

 

We found three kinds of reservations about RRI. They represent obstacles to the 

implementation of relevant practices and need to be dealt with appropriately if RRI 

considerations are to be introduced broadly.  

The first kind of reservation has to do with fundamental research. The useful-

ness of RRI is viewed by participants to be strongly dependent on the field at hand. In 

application-oriented sciences, input from outside of science is accepted, while the pref-

erence for fundamental research is for it to proceed freely and without intervention. 

Scientists believe that the distance between fundamental research and public needs and 

preferences is too great to allow for a meaningful input of lay people or stakeholders. In 



  

 

their view, fundamental research is, as a rule, not socially relevant and should not be 

judged by standards of social relevance.  

The second sort of reluctance had to do with the felt loss of autonomy. Some sci-

entists expressed their concern that non-scientists are not familiar enough with the is-

sues in question to make a useful input possible. They rather feared that an uninformed 

public could distort fruitful avenues of research. In line with our earlier recommenda-

tions in D3.4, this concern should be taken care of by maintaining a wide variety of re-

search endeavours and to see to it that fundamental research as well as competing lines 

of practice-oriented research be pursued. A sustained pluralism of pathways of research 

could be an effective antidote against the fear of being overpowered, as scientists, by an 

ignorant lay audience. This is tantamount to saying that researchers would welcome a 

research system that bestows a limited influence on the public, but preserves a leeway 

of discretion for the researchers as well.  

The third worry had to do with the expenditure required for RRI. Scientists em-

phasised that RRI demands a lot of effort which needs to be supported or offset by suit-

able resources. The effort invested into RRI endeavours is feared to be taken away from 

addressing other challenges. In particular, researchers were afraid that institutionalis-

ing RRI would mean imposing an additional bureaucratic superstructure on them. A 

frequent demand concerned the effective and practicable design of the engagement pro-

cess. As a result, RRI activities are demanded to remain a voluntary effort and to be rec-

ognised in terms of funding or career opportunities.  

These findings confirm the recommendations for implementing RRI given in De-

liverable D3.4 and emphasize one more time the need for practical guidelines. As a next 

step, we will subject these findings to a conceptual analysis to see whether worries and 

resistance harboured in the scientific community are justified. This will lead to an 

adapted and enriched concept of RRI needed for successful implementation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The NUCLEUS project aims at implementing RRI in Higher Education Institutions 

across Europe as well as in South Africa and China. To inform the process, we conducted 

a large-scale empirical survey among Leading Researchers [LR] and Research Execu-

tives [RE]. Its purpose is to gain insights into how the scientific community perceives 

RRI. In this way, we seek to pinpoint possible barriers for its implementation on the 

structural, cultural and individual level and to outline conditions for overcoming such 

barriers in the future. 

We begin the analysis of the survey by recapitulating the conceptual approach to 

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) that underlies our study. Our conceptual 

approach has already been described in Deliverable “D3.4 Study Recommendations for 

Implementation Roadmap.” The widespread understanding of RRI requires aligning 

research with the interests, needs and values expressed by or assigned to social agents. 

The vision outlined by René von Schomberg advances RRI as a strategy (i) of stakehold-

ers to become mutually responsive to one another, (ii) to anticipate research and inno-

vation outcomes, (iii) that are relevant for the grand challenges of our time (von 

Schomberg 2013). In this framework, von Schomberg distinguishes between RRI as a 

procedure of participation and a product meeting certain standards. Product-oriented 

RRI means research proceeding on behalf of the people (or science for society), while 

process-oriented RRI is research conducted in a dialogue with the people (or science with 

society). The survey focuses on these two items as the two most interesting and pre-

sumably controversial facets of RRI. That is, we did not expect to find any resistance to 

goals like gender equality, open access publication, ethical standards in performing ex-

periments, and science education. Since the aim of the survey is to identify obstacles to 

implementing RRI, we singled out the two supposedly contentious dimensions involved, 

namely, selecting research items by appealing to goals and considerations originating 

from outside of science.  

“Science for society” or “product-oriented RRI” means that the direction of re-

search is determined on social grounds such as practical urgency or societal desirability. 

The expected outcome of a research undertaking should be beneficial to society. “Sci-

ence with society”, “process-oriented RRI”, or “inclusion” (von Schomberg 2013, 59, 63-

67; Stilgoe, Owen & Macnaghten 2013, 1561-1562) emphasizes public participation. 

The expectation is that scientific research is received in a more favourable way by a 

wider lay audience if the public had been granted the opportunity to affect the pathways 

of research. The two social groups relevant for such public involvement are stakehold-

ers and lay persons. Stakeholders have a specific interest in certain results; relevant 

bodies range from economic companies to patient groups. Lay persons, by contrast, are 

assumed not to be directly affected by the research (they are no stakeholders) and thus 

to evaluate issues from a more detached stance and without a vested interest. Science 

operating with society proceeds in interaction with these social bodies and thereby 
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shows an enhanced “responsiveness” to social needs and desires. Such research takes 

up socially urgent issues, transforms them into research projects, and is thus prepared 

to adjust research targets in this light. The survey was intended to explore what Leading 

Researchers and Research Executives think of involving people from outside of science 

in the research process (see D3.4 for additional details). 

Based on the results of our survey and other studies undertaken during the first 

phase of the project, 30 “RRI test beds” across Europe as well as in China and South Af-

rica will be installed. Ten embedded Nuclei at institutions and twenty mobile Nuclei at 

events will develop tangible and transferable criteria for implementing RRI into prac-

tice.  
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2 METHOD OF THE STUDY 
 

The interdisciplinary study aims at “an experience-based picture of how leading 

actors in the field think about RRI and how they view the odds and obstacles of imple-

menting its key features” (see signed proposal, p. 10). Most of the interview partners 

were suggested by NUCLEUS consortium members and are from consortium partner 

universities. Additional universities and institutions which were suggested by the NU-

CLEUS consortium partners were interviewed as well. We have interviewed Leading 

Researchers and Research Executive by using problem-centred questionnaires injecting 

open questions when appropriate (see Appendix for questionnaires). These two ques-

tionnaires are comparable because the structure and most of the questions are the 

same. We analysed the study with qualitative techniques of interpretation, content 

analysis according to Meuser & Nagel (1991), and methods of descriptive statistics. 

More specifically, we used frequency, valence and intensity analysis for content analysis 

and summary statistics and histograms. Thereby we were able to determine to what 

extent views on RRI are shared within the scientific community and could assess simi-

larities and differences among our interview partners. 

The original idea outlined in the project proposal had been to combine qualitative 

and quantitative analysis. However, as explained in Deliverable 3.2 (Resubmission, 2.1 

Response to the Review Report, p. 5), the analysis of the study had to be confined to 

qualitative methods. That is, the study has now assumed an exploratory character. The 

reason is that the interviewees our NUCLEUS project partners were able to recruit were 

not numerous enough and were not selected at random. Therefore, no representative 

sample could be produced. Additionally, answers were more heterogeneous than ex-

pected and reflected major differences in the level of information participants had on 

RRI. Also, the importance attributed to RRI depended strongly on the conditions under 

which science operates in general and thus differed among different countries. This in-

fluenced how questions were understood and led to a broad diversity in the answers 

received. This change required adjustments of the methods of analysis employed. Ap-

plying methods of inferential statistics was out of the question. For this reason, we were 

prevented from interlacing quantitative and qualitative results, as envisaged in the pro-

ject proposal; after all, no quantitative results could be derived. However, the project 

part devoted to the philosophical analysis of Responsible Research and Innovation will 

continue (as explained in the proposal), and our intention is to proceed to more coarse-

grained findings which will hopefully allow us to construct ideal types and contrast cas-

es (as envisaged in the proposal). Also, the heterogeneity of participants’ answers and 

understanding of RRI is an insight worthy in itself. As the aim of this study is to identify 

barriers to RRI implementation, differences within the scientific community as well as 

among different countries need to be taken into account for a successful implementa-

tion. The following analysis provides an overview of the diverse attitudes to RRI en-

dorsed by Leading Researchers and Research Executives across Europe. 
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2.1 ANALYSIS OF UNIVERSITY DOCUMENTS 
 

Our original intention was to supply the qualitative data gained from the inter-

views with quantitative data from financial reports (and other documents if applicable) 

of universities, their sponsors, and professional associations. Thereby we wanted to 

investigate whether and how aspects of RRI are considered in the allocation of external 

funds and usage of internal funds (cf. signed proposal p. 10). The underlying idea had 

been that the profile and importance of RRI commitments would be revealed by rele-

vant budget figures. The hope had been that such university documents show how RRI 

schemes are evaluated and implemented in the day-to-day practice of academic re-

search. However, over the course of the study this approach turned out to be inappro-

priate or rather not feasible. The reasons are: 

 

1. Major differences in allocation of funds exist between surveyed countries. To 

evaluate and interpret them, intense investigation would have been necessary, if 

this had been possible at all. Therefore, the role of RRI for external funding struc-

tures is difficult to answer, if not impossible. 

2. Even on a national level, allocation of external funds differs. In Germany, for ex-

ample, each federal state has a different policy for allocation of funds to universi-

ties. 

3. Financial reports of universities are quite heterogeneous regarding structure and 

content. While some universities make funding structures transparent, others 

are more guarded. This questions the comparability of data. Additionally, access 

to the reports of some universities turned out to be a major difficulty. Even more 

difficult was access to other meaningful documents and their interpretation, es-

pecially in terms of comparability. We found some information about develop-

ment plans and incentive schemes but these are written in a style of brochures. 

We were at a loss to extract meaningful conclusions from such advertising mate-

rial. 

4. If RRI aspects are not present in a financial report, this does not necessarily show 

their irrelevance for allocation of funds. For example, some universities only 

grant funds if ethical standards are met. However, this does not show up in the 

financial reports. So, RRI does not directly but indirectly influence allocation of 

funds. 

5. If RRI aspects are not present in a financial report, it is still unclear if this is the 

outcome of a conscious decision (i.e. RRI is intentionally not considered) or ra-

ther RRI was not considered as relevant at all (i.e. as a possible decision factor). 

 

In conclusion, comparability of data from financial reports is not given. It could 

only be achieved by major expenditure, if at all. Also, it would require intense communi-

cation with administrative offices of the relevant universities, especially with the finan-
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cial departments. This could not be achieved given time and personnel resources avail-

able. 

Additionally, to connect the data to personal views of researchers regarding RRI 

would be quite difficult because it requires an intense knowledge of administrative pro-

cedures by the researchers. This is unlikely to be the case. 

After careful consideration, we consider an empirical analysis combining quantita-

tive and qualitative data of those universities that host an embedded NUCLEI as useful 

(with special regard to an appropriate time frame). During the implementation of the 

NUCLEI, the affected universities might be asked to record the impact of RRI on alloca-

tion of funds in a standardised way (RRI accounting, so to say). This would guarantee 

comparability of data and enable a sound impact analysis. 
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3 RESULTS OF THE INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY 
 

In the following chapter, we are going to present the results of each question of 

the interdisciplinary study. 

 

3.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTICIPANTS 
 

First, we start with describing the participants. 

 

3.1.1 LEADING RESEARCHERS 
 

The survey was performed in 2016 among 54 Leading Researchers. The inter-

views were conducted at a face-to-face basis, mostly by electronic communication. Suit-

able interview partners were identified by members of the Nucleus consortium in their 

universities. The sample consists of 18 female and 36 male interview partners. The 

mean age is 50 years. The youngest Leading Researcher is 30 years old and the oldest is 

73 years old. The figure below shows that one third of Leading Researchers are between 

40 and 49 years old. The second largest group is between 50 and 59 years old.  

 

 
Figure 1: Age of Leading Researchers 

 

The mean age of female researchers is 45 years. The youngest woman is 31 years 

old and the oldest female researcher is 63 years old. One third of female researchers is 

between 30 and 39 years old and another third is between 40 and 49 years old. The 

mean age of male researchers is 52 years. The youngest man is 30 years old and the old-

est researcher is 73 years old. One third of male researchers are between 40 and 49 

years old.  
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Figure 2: Age of female Leading Researchers and age of male Leading Researchers 

 

48 Leading Researchers have received a PhD and 6 do not hold a PhD. Four inter-

view partners mentioned that they are Medical Doctors but two of them have a PhD, too. 

47 Leading Researchers told us the year of their PhD. Most of the interview partners 

got their PhD between 2000 and 2009. The second largest group obtained their PhD 

between 1990 and 1999. 

 

 
Figure 3: Year of PhD 

 

The mean time they have worked in research since their PhD is 18 years. The 

figure below shows that most of the interview partners worked in research since 10 to 

19 years.  
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Figure 4: Years in Research since PhD 

 

We have interviewed Leading Researchers from different kinds of research. Most 

of the interview partners are working in Natural Sciences. The second largest group of 

researchers is from Technology and Engineering. The following table is about the field 

of research of the Leading Researchers: 

 

Field of Research Number of Interview Partners 

Architecture & Design 4 

Computer Sciences & Mathematics 4 

Education 1 

Health Sciences & Medicine 7 

Humanities 2 

Natural Sciences 15 

Social Sciences 7 

Technology & Engineering 12 

*One Leading Researcher is Consultant and one is working in a Science Shop. 

Table 1: Field of Research of Leading Researchers 
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Figure 5: Field of Research 

 

3.1.2 RESEARCH EXECUTIVES 
 

We interviewed 32 Research Executives, among them 16 female and 16 male in-

terview partners. Their mean age is 50 years. One interview partner refused to give his 

or her age. The youngest Research Executive is 38 years old and the oldest is 64 years 

old. The figure below shows that most of the Leading Researchers are between 50 and 

59 years old. The second largest group is between 40 and 49 years old. 

 

 
Figure 6: Age of Research Executives 
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The mean age of female Research Executives is 45 years. The youngest woman is 

38 years old and the oldest female executive is 60 years old. The mean age of male re-

searchers is 54 years. The youngest man is 38 years old and the oldest one is 64 years 

old. The lower average age of female Research Executives might be taken to indicate a 

more recent shift toward a higher representation of women in such functions.  

 

  
Figure 7: Age of female Research Executives and Age of male Research Executives 

 

We interviewed Research Executives from different kinds of management. This 

table should be considered carefully because the positions have different meanings in 

different countries. The largest group of Research Executives is directors. The second 

largest group is rectors. The following table is about the current position of the 

Research Executives: 

 

Current Position of Research Executive Number of Interview Partners 

Dean 5 

Director 12 

Rector 8 

Others 3 

Support Officer 4 

Table 2: Current Position of Research Executive 
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Figure 8: Current Position in Institution 

 

We asked the interview partners how long they had been working in their 

current position. Most of the Research Executives fullfil their position from zero to 

four years. The second largest group has worked from five to nine years in their 

position. Only one participant did not answer this question. 

 

 
Figure 9: Time in current position 

 

We asked the Research Executive about their profesional background. Some of 

the interview partners mentioned more than one background. Most of the Research 

Executives have a background in Social Sciences but the second largest group is in 
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Professional Background Number of Interview Partners 

Computer Sciences & Mathematics 3 

Health Sciences & Medicine 4 

Humanities 2 

Natural Sciences 9 

Others 3 

Social Sciences 13 

Technology & Engineering 2 

Table 3: Professional Background of Research Executives 

 

 
Figure 10: Professional Background 
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their PhD students to their researchers. As a result, no coherent distinction is made 

between research staff and research students. 

 

3.1.3 ORIGIN OF PARTICIPANTS 
 

We interviewed Leading Researchers and Research Executives from eleven differ-

ent countries. Most of the interview partners are from Germany. One reason is that the 

management of the NUCLEUS project is in Rhine-Waal University. Another reason is 

that six consortium partners are from Germany. The second largest group is from the 

Netherlands and the third largest group is from Serbia. The following table is about the 

number of interview partners per country: 

 

Country Number of Interview Partners 

England 8 

France 3 

Georgia 7 

Germany 24 

Greece 1 

Ireland 6 

Italy 1 

Malta 5 

Netherlands 15 

Scotland 8 

Serbia 10 

*One interview partner is from Canada but we did not analyse the interview. 

Table 4: Number of Interview Partners per Country 

 

70 interview partners are from consortium partner universities. Only 19 interview 

partners are from other institutions with whom the consortium partners are working or 

have a connection to. For the “Number of Interview Partners from Each Consortium 

Partner”, please look into Appendix 3. We interviewed respondents from 26 different 

institutions. The largest group of interview partners from one institution is from the 

Mathematical Institute of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, they suggested 10 

interviewees. The second largest institution is Delft University of Technology with 9 

interview partners. On the third place with 8 interviewees is Ruhr-University of Bo-

chum. 

We interviewed 18 female Leading Researchers and 35 male Leading Research-

ers. Delft University of Technology and Mathematical Institute of the Serbian Academy 

of Sciences and Arts suggested both the largest number of Leading Researchers, we in-

terviewed seven of them. The second largest group of Leading Researchers is placed by 
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three institutions, each of them suggested 5 Leading Researchers for our Interdiscipli-

nary Study. These institutions are Ilia State University, Ruhr-University of Bochum and 

University of Malta. 

We interviewed 16 female Research Executives and 16 male Research Execu-

tives. Dublin City University suggested the largest group of Research Executives but un-

fortunately, we could analyse only 3 of the 5 suggested interview partners. The second 

largest group of Research Executives is placed by four institutions, each of them sug-

gested 3 interviewees. These institutions are Mathematical Institute of the Serbian 

Academy of Sciences and Arts, Nottingham Trent University, Ruhr-University of Bochum 

and University of Aberdeen. 

The following table is about the institutions of the interview partners: 

 

Institution Leading  

Researchers  

female 

Leading  

Researchers  

male 

Research  

Executives  

female 

Research  

Executives  

male 

All 

Bielefeld University 0 0 0 1 1 

Delft University of Tech-

nology 

3 5 1** 0 9 

Dublin City University 0 1 2**** 1**** 4*** 

Hannover Medical 

School 

1 1 0 1 3 

Ilia State University 2 3 2 0 7 

Leibniz Universität Han-

nover 

1 1 0 0 2 

Mathematical Institute 

of the Serbian Academy 

of Sciences and Arts 

3 4 1 2 10 

Nottingham Trent Uni-

versity 

1 2 1 2 6 

Queen Margret Universi-

ty 

0 0 1 0 1 

Research Association 0 0 0 1 1 

Research Consultant 1 0 0 0 1 

Rhine-Waal University 

of Applied Sciences 

1 1 1 0 3 

Ruhr-University of Bo-

chum 

0 5 1 2 8 

Science Shop 0 1 0 1 2 

University of Aberdeen 0 2 2 1 5 

University of Edinburgh 2 0 0 0 2 
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University of Groningen 0 1 0 0 1 

Unbiversity of Konstanz 0 0 1 0 1 

University of Lyon 0 2 1 0 3 

University of Malta 1 4 0 0 5 

University of Notting-

ham 

1 0 1 0 2 

University of Peloponi-

sos 

0 0 0 1 1 

University of Perugia 0 0 1 0 1 

University of Twente 1 2** 0 2 5 

University of Vechta 0 1 0 0 1 

University of Veterinary 

Medicine Hannover, 

Foundation 

0 0 0 1 1 

All 18 36* 16 16 86* 
*One additional interview partner is from Canada but we did not analyse the interview. 

**One additional interview could not be used because the voice is not recorded. 

***All interviews are conducted by consortium partner. 

****We did not receive one additional interview yet. 

Table 5: Institutions of Interview Partners 

 

3.2 WILLINGNESS TO COOPERATE 
 
The following question was not posed to the interview partners in the test run. It 

was added as a kind of ice breaker question for Leading Researchers. While this intro-

ductory question gives no direct insight into participants’ views of RRI, it created a con-

nection between the topics of the interview and their every-day work, thus increasing 

their motivation to answer the questions. It was also aimed at making participants more 

relaxed and getting used to the interview setting. A more substantial goal was setting a 

baseline for the subsequent questions regarding the inclusion of non-scientific actors.  

 

“Do you think that the willingness of scientists to cooperate with one another has de-

clined over the last years?” 

 
26 interview partners thought that the willingness to cooperate has increased 

over the last years.1 Some of the interview partners also answered that the willingness 

                                                        
1 The following footnotes refer to the number of the interview transcript and the page. The # refers to the internal number given to  
each interview transcript. Upon request, we provide anonymised excerpts of relevant interviews.  #006, p. 1; #009, p. 1; #010, p. 1; 
#015, p. 2; #017, p. 1; #018, p. 2; #026, p. 2; #029, p. 1; #031, p. 1; #032, p. 1; #033, p. 1; #035, p. 2; #041, p. 1; #044, p. 1; #045, p. 
1; #050, p. 2; #053, p. 1; #057, p.1; #058, p.1; #060, p. 1; #063, p. 1; #067, p. 1; #068, p. 1; #069, p. 1; #070, p. 1; #083, p. 1 
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to cooperate has not declined.2 This non-decrease might be meant to include an in-

crease. 15 researchers judged the cooperation as staying on the same level as in the last 

years.3 Four researchers concluded that cooperation declined over the last years4 and 

responded that many researchers now work behind closed doors5 or that “people you 

worked with before, they now do the same stuff on their own and they don't talk about 

it.”6 On the other hand, communication was seen as being easier now because of the in-

ternet.7 

 

 
Figure 11: Willingness to Cooperate 

 

3.3 EXPERIENCES AND VIEWS 
 

In the first part of the interview, Leading Researchers and Research Executives 

were asked for their personal experiences regarding Responsible Research and Innova-

tion. The intention of this topical block of questions was to receive information about 

the respondents’ encounters with RRI and not just about their general views and intui-

tions about RRI. This emphasis on concrete experiences was supposed to prompt more 

specific and thus more illuminating answers. This stress laid on the particulars was fur-

ther strengthened by asking for examples, positive and negative, of RRI.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 #009, p.1; #014, p. 2; #019, p. 1; #020, p. 1; #024, p. 1 
3 #005, p. 1; #012, p. 2; #022, p. 2; #027, p. 1; #030, p. 1; #039, p. 1; #052, p. 1; #054, p. 1; #066, p. 1; #071, p. 1; #073, p. 1; #077, p. 
1; #079, p. 1; #080, p. 1; #082, p. 1 
4 #011, p. 1; #025, p. 1; #042, p. 2; #049, p. 1 
5 #006, p. 2 
6 #025, p. 1; #035, p. 2 
7 #005, p. 2; #027, p. 1; #050, p. 2; #052, p. 1 
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3.3.1 LEADING RESEARCHERS 
 

3.3.1.1 ROLE OF SCIENCE IN SOCIETY 

 

“What role do you see for science (or research) in society?” 

 

When Leading Researchers were asked what role they see for science in society, 

they generally responded that it plays an important role for social progress, human 

well-being and overcoming social challenges8, for example via “Innovation, new tech-

nologies, new treatment modalities […] Better cars, better television sets, better inter-

net progress.”9 Many participants also granted a two-fold role to science, namely ad-

dressing social challenges, on the one hand, and creating understanding of the world, 

on the other10: “There is a role of science to make sense of the world around us, and 

there is a role for […] more application-oriented science and research to solve problems, 

to create solutions, to find new ways of looking at things.”11 Fundamental research was 

sometimes seen as forming the basis of socially beneficial applications.12 Only one par-

ticipant did not refer to societal impact as an achievement of science but only to the im-

provement of knowledge.13 Other roles of science frequently mentioned were educa-

tion14 as well as communicating with the public and disseminating knowledge15. 

 

 
Figure 12: Role of Science in Society according to Leading Researchers 

                                                        
8 #003, p. 1; #005, p. 2; #009, p. 2; #014, p. 2; #017, p. 2; #018, p. 2; #022, p. 2; #020, p. 1; #025, p. 1; #026, p. 2; #031, p. 2; #032, p. 
2; #033, p. 2; #035, p. 2-3; #039, p. 1; #042, p. 2; #044, p. 1; #049, p. 1; #053, p. 1-2; #057, p. 2; #058, p. 1; #063, p. 1; #067, p. 1; 
#071, p. 1; #082, p. 1-2 
9 #005, p. 2 
10 #004, p. 1; #006, p. 2; #012, p. 2; #019, p. 1; #030, p. 2; #041, p. 1; #045, p. 1; #054, p. 1-2; #066, p. 2; #069, p. 1; #073, p. 1; #077, 
p. 1-2; #079, p. 2; #080, p. 1; #083, p. 1-2 
11 #066, p. 2 
12 #019, p. 1; #030, p. 2; #041, p. 1; #080, p. 1 
13 #011, p. 2 
14 #006, p. 2; #011, p. 2; #019, p. 1; #020, p. 1; #042, p. 2; #068, p. 1; #077, p. 1-2 
15 #006, p. 2; #015, p. 3; #020, p. 1; #025, p. 1; #029, p. 1-2; #031, p. 2; #068, p. 1; #069, p. 1; #073, p. 1; #077, p. 1-2; #079, p. 2 
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3.3.1.2 EXPERIENCE WITH SCIENCE IN SOCIETY 

 

“What is your personal experience with science or research in society? For example, 

how do you engage people in your research? Or do societal challenges influence the re-

search projects which you have conducted or have sought funding for?” 

 

Leading Researchers also talked about their experience with science or re-

search in society. The majority stated that societal challenges influence their re-

search.16 For example, a professor for landscape architecture said: “[…] we're interested 

in research that is useful and usable.”17 Whether societal challenges are addressed in 

research also depended on funding opportunities and requirements.18 Another relevant 

factor named by Leading Researchers was the field of research. Social challenges were 

seen as playing a bigger role in applied than fundamental research.19 A researcher 

working in biophysics stated: “Sometimes I do not know what the applications are, but I 

am happy that there are other people [who] find the applications for some of the science 

that we discover.”20 When asked for their experiences with engagement, the vast major-

ity of Leading Researchers mentioned dissemination activities for public involvement. 

Some participants also mentioned that they involve stakeholders21, partly because it is a 

funding requirement22. Two interviewees commented that they do not view engage-

ment as a precondition for addressing social challenges.23 Correspondingly, their idea 

was to do research for the benefit of society, without actually inviting lay-participation.  

 

3.3.2 RESEARCH EXECUTIVES 
 

3.3.2.1 ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS IN SOCIETY 

 

The distinctive feature of questions directed at Research Executives is asking for 

RRI in relation to their institution rather than their personal experience as in the case of 

Leading Researchers.  

 

“How would you describe the role of your institution in society?” 

 

                                                        
16 #002, p. 2; #004, p. 3; #005, p. 3; #006, p. 3; #010, p. 2; #014, p. 3; #017, p. 2; #018, p. 2-3; #020, p. 2; #028, p. 2; #029, p. 3; #030, 
p. 3; #032, p. 4; #044, p. 2; #054, p. 3; #057, p. 2; #066, p. 3; #068, p. 2; #073, p. 2; #079, p. 4 
17 #083, p. 2-3 
18 #002, p. 2; #011, p. 3; #006, p. 3; #029, p. 3; #054, p. 3; #067, p. 2; #069, p. 2; #079, p. 4; #083, p. 2-3 
19 #002, p. 2; #019, p. 2; #067, p. 2 
20 #069, p. 2 
21 #010, p. 2; #020, p. 2; #033, p. 3; #077, p. 3; #080, p. 2 
22 #003, p. 2; #054, p. 3; #066, p. 3 
23 #004, p. 3; #030, p. 3 
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The vast majority of Research Executives defined their institution’s role in soci-

ety as promoting education and/or research.24 Many also mentioned contribution to 

societal benefit.25 Often this was seen as an outcome of doing research and education, 

either by preparing students for taking on positions in society or by research being 

practically relevant, e.g., for policy or industry26. Generating economic impact was also 

frequently mentioned.27 

 

 
Figure 13: Role of their institution in society according to Research Executives 

 

3.3.2.2 EXPERIENCE WITH SCIENCE IN SOCIETY 

 

“What is your institution’s experience with science or research in society? For example, 

how does your institution engage people in research? Or do societal challenges influ-

ence the research projects that your institution seeks funding for?” 

 

When being asked to report their experience with science in society, most of 

Research Executives stated that societal challenges affect the research done at their 

institutions.28 Whether topics are influenced by societal challenges also depended on 

whether it is a funding requirement.29 Most Research Executives also said that their in-

                                                        
24 #001[RE], p. 2-3; #008[RE], p. 2; #012[RE], p. 2; #023[RE], p. 2; #062[RE], p. 2; #064[RE], p. 2; #065[RE], p. 1; #074[RE], p. 2; 
#075[RE], p. 1-2; #076[RE], p. 1-2; #081[RE], p. 1; #084[RE], p. 1; #087[RE], p. 1 
25 #007[RE], p. 2; #021[RE], p. 2; #056[RE], p. 1; #086[RE], p. 1; #087[RE], p. 1 
26 #016[RE], p. 2; #034[RE], p. 2; #046[RE], p. 3; #047[RE], p. 1; #055[RE], p. 1; #056[RE], p. 1; #062[RE], p. 1; #064[RE], p. 2; 
#065[RE], p. 1; #072[RE], p. 2; #074[RE], p. 2; #078[RE], p. 1-2; #084[RE], p. 1 
27 #001[RE], p. 2-3; #038[RE], p. 2; #062[RE], p. 2; #076[RE], p. 1-2; #085[RE], p. 2 
28 #007[RE], p. 3; #034[RE], p. 3; #038[RE], p. 2-3; #046[RE], p. 4; #047[RE], p. 2; #048[RE], p. 2; #051[RE], p. 2; #055[RE], p. 2; 
#056[RE], p. 2; #059[RE], p. 2; #062[RE], p. 2; #064[RE], p. 2; #065[RE], p. 2; #072[RE], p. 3; #074[RE], p. 3; #078[RE], p. 2-3; 
#081[RE], p. 2; #084[RE], p. 2 
29 #001[RE], p. 4; #074[RE], p. 3; #078[RE], p. 2-3; #089[RE], p. 2 
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stitution has experience with engaging non-scientists in research.30 The extent of en-

gagement differs, with dissemination activities being far more common than involve-

ment in shaping research questions.31 

 

In conclusion, both Leading Researchers and Research Executives respond that 

societal challenges play an important role in shaping the research agenda. However, 

Leading Researchers also highlight fundamental research that is chiefly aimed at un-

derstanding phenomena. Both groups agree that funding influences whether societal 

challenges are addressed. Regarding experiences with external engagement, both 

groups predominantly mention dissemination activities, while some respondents also 

report experience with more interactive formats. 

 

3.3.2.3 POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EXAMPLES FOR RRI  

 

“Can you describe a positive example of Responsible Research and Innovation?” 

“Can you describe a negative example?” [only Leading Researchers] 

 

Both Leading Researchers and Research Executives were asked to give a positive 

example of RRI, Leading Researchers were also asked to give a negative example. The 

reason for this asymmetry was that Leading Researchers were asked more detailed 

questions about examples of RRI because they were expected to be more familiar with 

such cases (including negative ones) than the administrators. 

Leading Researchers named diverse research projects and topics from different 

disciplines as examples. The common feature of the majority of positive examples was 

that they were aimed at either fulfilling the needs of society at large or of particular 

social groups. Most examples came from the medical area32 with two respondents even 

stating that all research tackling diseases is responsible because it helps people33. An-

other large group of examples addressed demands for environmental protection and 

sustainability.34 Other societal demands taken up in the examples were, among others, 

safety and security35, technology assessment36, development aid37, prevention of con-

flicts and violence38, gender equality39 and the creation of jobs40. 

                                                        
30 #001[RE], p. 4; #007[RE], p. 3; #008[RE], p. 3; #013[RE], p. 3; #023[RE], p. 2; #034[RE], p. 3; #038[RE], p. 2-3; #046[RE], p. 4; 
#047[RE], p. 2; #048[RE], p. 2; #055[RE], p. 2; #056[RE], p. 2; #059[RE], p. 2; #062[RE], p. 2; #065[RE], p. 2; #078[RE], p. 2-3; 
#081[RE], p. 2; #085[RE], p. 2 
31 #001[RE] p. 4; #007[RE], p. 3; #008[RE], p. 3; #023 [RE], p. 2; #038[RE], p. 2-3; #055[RE], p. 2; #062[RE], p. 2; #078[RE], p. 2-3; 
#085[RE], p. 2  
32 #002, p. 1-2; #004, p. 2; #015, p. 3; #022, p. 2; #024, p. 2; #025, p. 2; #028, p. 1-2; #030, p. 2-3; #034[RE], p. 2; #039, p. 2; #041, p. 
2; #042, p. 2; #044, p. 2; #049, p. 1; #056[RE], p. 2; #061[RE], p. 1-2; #063, p. 2; #065[RE], p. 2; #067, p. 2;  
#068, p. 1; #073, p. 2; #080, p. 1; #081[RE], p. 1, 2; #084[RE], p. 1; #086[RE], p. 1 
33 #031, p. 2; #048[RE], p. 2 
34 #010, p. 2; #018, p. 2; #020, p. 1; #022, p. 2; #033, p. 2; #039, p. 2; #041, p. 2; #054, p. 2; #058, p. 1; #064[RE], p. 2; #073, p. 2; 
#075[RE], p. 2; #078[RE], p. 2; #080, p. 1; #082, p. 2; #083, p. 2; #085[RE], p. 2; #088, p. 2 
35 #005, p. 2; #014, p. 2; #023[RE], p. 2; #082, p. 2 
36 #001[RE], p. 3; #003, p. 1; #011, p. 2; #066, p. 2 
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Many participants also referred to a demand that was urgent in their local context 

like supporting local businesses41, improving local infrastructure42, health43 or working 

conditions44, supporting homeless people45 or local adaptation to climate change46, re-

ducing traffic47, lowering rates of students dropping out of university48 and fighting 

poaching in national parks49 or noise pollution50. 

In their positive examples of RRI, participants also frequently mentioned engag-

ing the public and stakeholders to identify and meet their demands.51 For instance, 

one participant brought up medical research on burns which was expanded to the itch-

ing associated with the burns after a focus group with patients.52 Accordingly, several 

negative examples from Leading Researchers were based on a lack of engagement53: “So 

there's a lot of pushing forward of research agendas by not listening to the consumers 

and the society.”54, e.g., in research on GMOs55. Some positive examples also included 

communication with the public and the dissemination of knowledge.56 

One respondent emphasised that RRI requires fulfilling societal demands: 

“[Y]ou relate your research towards something which is of current, high interest for the 

society as well, not only for science. So, you are somehow spending tax payers’ money in 

an appropriate way, not just to enjoy, let’s say, science as an art or something which is 

of potential interest in the future […] I think it is closer related to applications.”57 

 

Correspondingly, some Leading Researchers chose research that fails to fulfil societal 

needs as a negative example for RRI. Two respondents from Serbia criticised research 

rather aimed at understanding: 

 

“[…] some research activities are too much oriented towards something which is just of 

some potential interest. So you're developing something which provides you with some 

additional knowledge in a certain area, but it is uncertain why it is important. […] But 

sometimes, in particular in my country where the budgets for research are very limited, 

                                                                                                                                                                            
37 #072[RE], p. 2-3; #080, p. 1 
38 #084[RE], p. 1 
39 #016[RE], p. 2; #053, p. 2 
40 #062[RE], p. 2 
41 #007[RE], p. 3; #033, p. 2, #070, p. 2-3 
42 #045, p. 2; #064[RE], p. 2; #082, p. 2 
43 #056[RE], p. 2 
44 #038[RE], p. 2 
45 #074[RE], p. 2-3 
46 #010, p. 2 
47 #083, p. 2 
48 #059[RE], p. 2 
49 #046[RE], p. 3-4 
50 #088, p. 2 
51 #007[RE], p. 3; #010, p. 2; #012[RE], p. 2-3; #018, p. 2; #021[RE], p. 2; #033, p. 2; #038[RE], p. 2; #044, p. 2; 
#046[RE], p. 3-4; #047[RE], p. 1-2; #053, p. 2; #054, p. 2; #064[RE], p. 2; #072[RE], p. 2-3; #076[RE], p. 2-3; #077, p. 2; #079, p. 2; 
#084[RE], p. 1; #086[RE], p. 1 
52 #024, p. 2 
53 #010, p. 2; 024, p. 2-3; #053, p. 2; #082, p. 2; #077, p. 3 
54 #033, p. 2 
55 #003, p. 2; #082, p. 2 
56 #003, p. 1; #035, p. 3; #088, p. 11 
57 #014, p. 2 
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you should think about research topics which are somehow focused towards improve-

ment of the overall conditions in the country.”58  

 

The other one questioned doing research on human origins instead of diseases: “Why is 

it important who came from where and when?”59 

By contrast, several Leading Researchers emphasised that RRI should not exclu-

sively focus on applications but should also pursue basic research aimed at under-

standing60. Often, this was seen to lay the foundations for successful applications later 

on: 

 

“But we also run formats that are more explorative in nature where we have a some-

times vague idea that a certain form of mechanism can be useful. And luckily it is also 

the case that we get that kind of research funded. And then we have a greater chance of 

arriving at unexpected results which then in the longer term become useful in another 

project.”61 

 

However, some also stated that even basic research should be aimed at fulfilling societal 

demand in the end in order to be responsible: 

 

“[…] It does not have to be funding directly and visible to a product on the market 

placement that is new to medicine that will help people. It is more about a thinking be-

hind it, and accepting that one's research at the end of the day ought to have some use-

fulness, although we never know what that usefulness will necessarily be.”62 

In contrast, one Leading Researcher named the decrease of funding for curiosity-driven 

research in Great Britain due to the accent placed on societal impact as a negative ex-

ample of RRI.63 

While many positive examples of RRI were aimed at improving the lives of people, 

many negative examples caused harm. Most prominently among them figured the de-

velopment of nuclear weapons64, research for military use and double-use technolo-

gies65. However, one respondent also mentioned the use of mathematical models by 

banks in the financial crisis of 2008: “I always joke after this crisis in 2008, now mathe-

maticians join the club of physicists in producing weapons of mass destruction.”66 These 

answers indicate that scientists feel responsible for the use made of their research be-

yond their laboratories. This is also supported by the negative examples of RRI which 

                                                        
58 #014, p. 2-3 
59 #017, p. 3 
60 #003, p. 2; #006, p. 3; #019, p. 1-2; #041, p. 2; #069, p. 2 
61 #041, p. 2 
62 #069, p. 2; see also #003, p. 2 
63 #032, p. 2-3 
64 #004, p. 2; #005, p. 2-3; #044, p. 2; #049, p. 1; #066, p. 2 
65 #002, p. 2; #026, p. 3; #067, p. 2; #068, p. 2; #070, p. 3; #073, p. 2 
66 #028, p. 2 
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referred to harmful side effects of research that were either not foreseen or not heed-

ed by researchers67, e.g., ignoring the possible impact of DNA sequencing technologies 

on conceptions of human beings68 or cutting out ethical issues when developing self-

driving cars69. Two respondents’ positive examples of RRI included interdisciplinary 

collaboration to assess societal impact of research.70 A few participants thought that the 

commitment to RRI in general may cause harm. One participant criticised societal re-

strictions on research topics and one respondent stated that prohibition of controver-

sial innovations like GMOs or cloning can hinder social progress.71 

An additional aspect of RRI highlighted by Leading Researchers was respect for 

ethical restrictions72, e.g., informed-consent procedures or the ethical treatment of 

laboratory animals. Also, scientific integrity was mentioned several times as a re-

quirement for RRI.73 Misconduct like plagiarism and fabrication of results was cited as 

irresponsible research.74 A specific example that was brought up several times was re-

search erroneously linking MMR vaccines and neurological disorders in children.75 This 

flawed study attracted a lot of attention among the wider public and led to a decrease in 

vaccination rates and thus to a loss of herd immunity. The irresponsible character of the 

study was attributed to its poor scientific quality,76 but also to negligent peer review 

that had enabled its publication in the first place77. In addition, it was likewise held to be 

irresponsible to make the mistaken results available to the press prior to publication78, 

which violated the code of conduct among researchers. Another group of negative ex-

amples given by Leading Researchers focused on biased interests influencing re-

search79. This mostly concerned profit-seeking of companies who design clinical trials 

specially to obtain desired results80 or block publication of unfavourable studies81. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
67 #005, p. 2-3; #041, p. 2 
68 #011, p. 2-3 
69 #066, p. 2 
70 #011, p. 2-3; #030, p. 2-3 
71 #012, p. 3; see also #063, p. 2 
72 #012, p. 3; #029, p. 2; #032, p. 3; #057, p. 2, #012, p. 2-3; #019, p. 2; #025, p. 2; (#031, p. 2; #032, p. 4; #057, p. 2; #073, p. 2; 
#083, p. 2 
73 #009, p. 3; #032, p. 3; #079, p. 2 
74 #006, p. 3; #025, p. 2; #029, p. 2; #067, p. 2; #068, p. 2; #071, p. 2 
75 #022, p. 3; #039, p. 2; #079, p. 3 
76 #022, p. 3; #039, p. 2 
77 #022, p. 3 
78 #079, p. 3 
79 #032, p. 2-3; #045, p. 2; #069, p. 2 
80 #022, p. 3 
81 #079, p. 7 
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Figure 14: Features of RRI examples given by participants 

 

All in all, the most common feature of positive RRI examples was fulfilling societal 

needs, sometimes via participatory formats. However, Leading Researchers also empha-

sised the need for basic research. Opinions were divided over the justification for spon-

soring basic research. Some stressed its long-term impact on socially productive results, 

others highlighted a genuine, non-instrumental role for understanding in scientific 

knowledge production. In their negative examples, Leading Researchers frequently 

mentioned causing harm, also via harmful side effects of innovations. Additionally, ethi-

cal considerations and scientific integrity were cited as aspects of RRI, while biased in-

fluence on research was seen as doing damage to RRI. 

 

3.4 ENGAGEMENT 
 

The following set of questions was intended to explore views and intuitions re-

garding taking influences from outside of science into consideration for one’s own work. 

These questions were aimed to encourage participants to think about the potential of 

social engagement in research. The two groups in question are stakeholders and lay 

people. Participants were invited to ponder both the positive and negative impact of 

input from the general audience. 
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3.4.1 LEADING RESEARCHERS 
 

3.4.1.1 POSSIBILITIES FOR SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT IN RESEARCH 

 

“What possibilities do you see for engaging stakeholders or lay people in your own re-

search?” 

 

All Leading Researchers who answered the question about possibilities for en-

gagement from outside of science in their own research saw options to introduce 

stakeholders and lay people into their own research. Lay people are members of the 

society at large without any vested interest in particular research outcome. Stakehold-

ers, by contrast, do pursue such interests. Stakeholder groups range from industry to 

patient groups. Whereas stakeholders work for their own benefit, lay people are taken 

to represent the common good.  

Out of 53 interview partners 34 mentioned examples of interacting with stake-

holders and lay people82, 13 gave examples only for interactions with stakeholders83 

and four only with lay people84. But this does not mean that they were working with 

only one group. As to the channels of interaction, eleven interview partners mentioned 

especially public talks, lectures or events85, four are working with television86, three 

with newspapers87, five with schools88 and one with charities89. 

 
Figure 15: Engagement 

                                                        
82 #003, p. 3; #005, p. 3-4; #006, p. 4; #010, p. 3; #011, p. 3-4; #015, p. 4; #017, p. 4; #018, p. 3; #019, p. 3; #020, p. 2; #022, p. 4-5; 
#026, p. 4; #029, p. 3; #030, p. 3-4; #032, p. 5-6; #033, p. 3; #035, p. 4-5; #039, p. 2-3; #041, p. 3; #042, p. 3; #045, p. 3; #050, p. 3; 
#053, p. 3; #054, p. 3; #057, p. 2; #063, p. 3; #066, p. 3; #067, p. 2-3; #071, p. 2-3; #073, p. 2; #079, p. 4; #080, p. 2, 6; #082, p. 3; 
#083, p. 3  
83 #002, p. 3; #004, p. 3-4; #014, p. 3-4; #024, p. 4; #025, p. 2; #027, p. 2-3; #028, p. 2; #031, p. 3; #044, p. 3; #060, p. 2; #069, p. 3; 
#070, p. 3; #077, p. 4 
84 #012, p. 4; #052, p. 3-4; #058, p. 2; #088, p. 9 
85 #005, p. 3; #011, p. 3; #015, p. 4; #019, p. 3; #020, p. 2; #022, p. 4; #026, p. 4; #032, p. 5; #033, p. 3; #041, p. 3; #063, p. 3 
86 #005, p. 3; #026, p. 4; #029, p. 3; #039, p. 3 
87 #032, p. 5; #033, p. 3; #041, p. 3 
88 #003, p. 3; #012, p. 4; #050, p. 3; #063, p. 3; #088, p. 9 
89 #022, p. 4 
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Venues envisaged for interacting with lay people included public events where 

researchers can present their research.90 Writing for newspapers and general maga-

zines and giving public talks are other options mentioned.91 As a result, Leading Re-

searchers generally thought of lay participation in terms of science communication and 

public education. 92 Society at large is thought to familiarise itself with scientific findings 

and their benefits. Another type of involvement mentioned for lay people was assis-

tance, e.g., in data collection.93 In this vein, Citizen Science is advanced as an aspect of 

RRI: “The whole idea of Citizen Science, I think, has many positive aspects which can 

include collection of data, again the challenge is robustness of the data and what is miss-

ing and whether you're getting a very biased set of data. […].”94 In other words, this re-

searcher thought of an active role of lay people in collecting data and supplying evi-

dence. But this idea of Citizen Science is certainly not widespread in the scientific com-

munity.  

Another possible contribution of lay people was directing the research agenda to 

topics of societal importance95: “people can ask sometimes better questions than we 

can.”96 However, this kind of influence is much more frequently mentioned in connec-

tion with stakeholders97: “They are the users of the potential product and therefore can 

define the conditions best. In this way we can consider far more realistic conditions 

than if we carried on without consulting them.”98 One respondent working at a Science 

Shop envisaged a particularly wide and influential role for stakeholders: 
 

 “[T]hey can bring in the questions, so they can set the research agenda, they can be 

advisors because of the knowledge they have, they can be some kind of a reality check on 

what is happening in research and if the research is leading into a direction, which is ap-

plicable. They can cooperate in the research, starting from data collection, but not just 

data collection, they can bring in their own expertise and run their own experiments in the 

research setup. They can analyse the results of the research, they can evaluate the re-

search. And of course, they can take part in advisory boards set up by funders to make sure 

that the research is following societal interests and considers ethical concerns in the un-

derstanding of Responsible Research and Innovation.”99 

 

As a result, interaction with non-scientists was widely welcomed by Leading Re-

                                                        
90 #004, p. 4; #039, p. 3; #041, p. 3; #044, p. 4; #063, p. 4 
91 #039, p. 3 
92 #003, p. 3; #005, p. 4; #015, p. 5; #019, p. 3; #020, p. 2; #026, p. 4; #029, p. 3; #032, p. 5; #033, p. 3; #039, p. 2-3; #041, p. 3; #044, 
p. 4; #049, p. 2; #063, p. 3; #066, p. 3; #069, p. 3; #079, p. 4; #082, p. 4  
93 #017, p. 4-5; #049, p. 2; #058, p. 2; #068, p. 2; #083, p. 3-4   
94 #083, p. 3-4 
95 #010, p. 3; #028, p. 3; #052, p. 4-5 
96 #018, p. 3 
97 #002, p. 3; #004, p. 3-4; #015, p. 4-5; #20, p. 2; #030, p. 3-4; #041, p. 3; #052, p. 3-4; #053, p. 4; #054, p. 3; #063, p. 3; #066, p. 3; 
#069, p. 3; #077, p. 4; #079, p. 5; #080, p. 3 
98 #079, p. 5  
99 #053, p. 4 
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searchers. The public (lay people and stakeholders alike) is seen as the customer put-

ting scientific results to use. Input regarding possible research topics is broadly appre-

ciated.  

 

3.4.1.2 DIFFERENCES OF ENGAGEMENT POSSIBILITIES BETWEEN RESEARCH AREAS 

 
“What possibilities do you see for engaging stakeholders in fields of research other than 

your own?” 

 

The possibilities Leading Researchers see for lay and stakeholder engagement in 

various research areas differ. Fundamental research fields100, such as mathematics 

and theoretical physics, were assumed to offer fewer options for engagement101: “I think 

the more applied the topic is, the more important it is.”102 All in all, applied research 

fields were seen as more suited for engagement than fundamental or theoretical 

fields.103 Relevance of a topic for stakeholder and lay people was also required.104 For 

example, one interviewee stated that research on prevention of earthquakes is better 

suited for engagement than philosophical inquiries because citizens are more aware of 

safety problems than of philosophical questions they might have.105 

 

3.4.1.3 HOPES REGARDING THE POSSIBILITIES OF ENGAGEMENT 

 
“What hopes and worries do you have?” 

 
37 interview partners mentioned hopes for engaging stakeholders and lay peo-

ple106. Eleven interview partners stated specifically that they hope to get more engage-

ment with stakeholders and lay people107 because, for example, people ask better ques-

tions108 or the quality of research109 should be improved by the involvement. Five inter-

view partners hoped that they might “find some problems or issues in society where 

you can contribute, somehow, to solve it.”110 One interview partner welcomed public 

input “for what I have seen and I have read, people can really have very positive 

                                                        
100 #020, p. 3; #077, p. 4; #080, p. 3 
101 #012, p. 4; #024, p. 4; #028, p. 2 
102 #080, p. 3 
103 #002, p. 3; #003, p. 3; #012, p. 4; #020, p. 3; #028, p. 2; #060, p. 2; #077, p. 4; #080, p. 3  
104 #018, p. 3; #031, p. 3; #066, p. 3; #071, p. 3 
105 #024, p. 4 
106 #002, p. 4; #003, p. 3; #005, p. 4; #006, p. 4; #010, p. 3; #011, p. 5; #012, p. 4; #014, p. 4; #015, p. 6; #018, p. 3; #020, p. 3; #022, 
p. 7; #024, p. 4; #027, p. 4; #028, p. 3; #029, p. 4; #030, p. 4; #031, p. 3; #032, p. 6-7; #035, p. 6; #042, p. 3; #044, p. 4; #045, p. 3; 
#049, p. 2; #054, p. 4; #057, p. 3; #060, p. 3; #063, p. 4; #066, p. 4; #067, p. 3; #069, p. 3; #070, p. 4; #071, p. 3; #077, p. 4; #079, p. 
6; #080, p. 3-4; #082, p. 4 
107 #010, p. 3; #012, p. 4; #015, p. 6; #018, p. 3; #020, p. 3; #024, p. 4; #027, p. 4; #031, p. 3; #042, p. 3; #057, p. 3; #060, p. 3; #071, 
p. 3; #079, p. 6; #082, p. 4 
108 #018, p. 3 
109 #015, p. 6; #077, p. 4; 
110 quotation from #028, p. 3; #002, p. 4; #069, p. 3; #070, p. 4; #077, p. 4 
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thoughts”111. Interview partners had the hope to foresee consequences and avoid unde-

sirable directions for society.112 Another one hoped that “results get distributed more, 

that results don't just end up in a report which will never be read.” So, one major hope is 

to raise practical relevance and social robustness of research via engagement. An-

other hope is tied to raising understanding and thus support for science: society 

should be more open and have a better understanding of research113. Another one 

would like to “correct people's misgivings sometimes, and to inform people about what 

science actually does”114. Other researchers hoped to get more support, for example, 

support for communication115, donated equipment116 or budget from the govern-

ment117. 

Two kinds of hopes are tied up with heeding input from outside of science. First, 

lay people and especially stakeholders may pass worthwhile judgment on which kinds 

of research produce potentially socially detrimental impact. As a result, this involve-

ment is granted a constructive role in shaping the direction of research. Second, other 

researchers thought of interacting with groups from outside of science, especially lay 

people, primarily in terms of science communication. These Researchers saw RRI as an 

opportunity for sharing their own findings with the public. Such a wider distribution of 

research results was also hoped, in addition, to increase the sense of relevance of the 

projects in question among university leaders and political institutions and thus to con-

tribute to additional funding. Stakeholders were also seen as a potential funding source. 

However, Leading Researchers did not always distinguish unambiguously between 

stakeholder and lay involvement and conflated the two as societal response.  

 

3.4.1.4 WORRIES REGARDING THE POSSIBILITIES OF ENGAGEMENT 

 

“What hopes and worries do you have?” 

 

47 Leading Researchers talked about their worries118. One interview partner 

worried about not producing useful research or that the “research will just be left un-

used or ignored”.119 A worry concerning lay people engagement that was mentioned by 

seven participants was their lack of knowledge on scientific topics.120 This was feared 

                                                        
111 #011, p. 5 
112 #030, p. 4; #054, p. 4 
113 #003, p. 3; #005, p. 4; #032, p. 6; #044, p. 4; #049, p. 2; #066, p. 4 
114 #069, p. 3 
115 #006, p. 4 
116 #029, p. 4; #067, p. 3 
117 #014, p. 4 
118 #002, p. 4; #003, p. 3; #006, p. 4; #009, p. 4; #010, p. 3; #011, p. 4; #012, p. 4-5; #014, p. 4; #015, p. 6; #018, p. 3; #019, p. 4-5; 
#020, p. 3; #022, p. 6; #024, p. 4-5; #025, p. 3; #026, p. 5; #027, p. 3-4; #029, p. 4; #030, p. 4; #031, p. 3-4; #032, p. 7; #033; p. 4; 
#035, p. 6; #039, p. 3; #041, p. 4; #042, p. 3; #044, p. 4; #049, p. 2; #050, p. 4; #052, p. 4; #053, p. 4-5; #054, p. 4; #057, p. 3; #058, p. 
2; #060, p. 3; #063, p. 4; #066, p. 4; #067, p. 3; #068, p. 3; #070, p. 4; #071, p. 3; #073, p. 3; #077, p. 5; #079, p. 4-6; #080, p. 3; #082, 
p. 4; #083, p. 4 
119 #002 p. 4 
120 #004, p. 3-4; #011, p. 4; #019, p. 4,5; #020, p. 3; #028, p. 2; #029, p. 4; #033, p. 4; see also #019, p. 3 
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to hinder useful input, for example if lay people are not up to date with research: “So if 

you ask the society about: ‘What should we do on the environmental problems?’ they 

come up with things like: ‘Well, let's separate paper from glass or so’ and we already do 

that. So what worries us then is that, you see, there is a long way to go from what people 

in general think about a topic and what actually scientists are able to do.”121 Research-

ers saw a gap between the desires and preferences of the public and what science may 

be able to accomplish.122 It was a general concern that scientific messages would not 

come across well in the interaction with the public and that the image of science could 

be hurt. Someone worried that newspaper writers “are normally not specialists, and are 

almost always not scientists either.”123 This can lead to miscommunication and mis-

representation.124 Another one thought that scientists themselves were not able to de-

liver messages to the public well because they lack the required competency.125 So, in-

competent science communication was feared to backfire. Also, lay people were seen as 

being not interested in specialised university research.126 Therefore, it was said to be a 

waste of money to try to engage them.127  

Ten interview partners worried that less time is left for research because of too 

much effort spent on communication.128 Therefore, RRI engagement might put re-

searchers behind in the competition for excellence and funding.129 Some of them ex-

plained that their role in and for RRI engagement is not clear.130 

Regarding stakeholder involvement, the influence of economic companies but al-

so politics is viewed rather negatively as the pursuit of biased interests regarding top-

ics but also results that could infringe on the freedom or research.131 Engagement was 

feared to be pushed in inappropriate respects132, e.g., research could be affected by po-

litical opportunities133. It was thought that politicians might use their power to instru-

mentalise science,134 or that stakeholder influence might not always seek the public 

good. The pharmaceutical industry does not necessarily care about curing patients.135 

One interviewee described a worry about research funded by the pharmaceutical indus-

try: “you might end up in a situation where you find out that a particular drug is not 

working or something, and that these results are not published, because they are not 

favourable to the party that is funding the research.”136 Companies put pressure on re-

                                                        
121 #033, p. 4 
122 #033, p. 4; #071, p. 3 
123 #039, p. 3 
124 #039, p.3; #079, p. 5 
124#039, p. 3; #041, p. 4 
125 #033, p. 4; #073, p. 3 
126 #049, p. 2; #079, p. 6 
127 #044, p. 4; #053, p. 4; #054, p. 4; #058, p. 2 
128 #009, p. 4; #015, p. 6; #035, p. 6; #053, p. 4; #054, p. 4; #058, p. 2; #060, p. 3; #063, p. 04; #080, p. 3; #082, p. 4 
129 #017, p. 5; #025, p. 3; #060, p. 3 
130 #006, p. 4; #020, p. 3; #077, p. 5 
131 #002, p. 4; #010, p. 3; #011, p. 4; #022, p. 6; #028, p. 3; #030, p. 4; #031, p. 3-4; #044, p. 4 
132 #052, p. 4 
133 #019, p. 5 
134 #011, p. 4;#044, p. 4 #079, p. 4 
135 #022, p. 6 
136 #002, p. 4 
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sults and outcomes which might lead to “los[ing] sight of the more fundamental side of 

the research that needs to be done.”137 

 

In conclusion, the worries reported by Leading Researchers concerned the fear 

that the public could encroach on the autonomy of research and that its lack of familiari-

ty with research matters could overstrain scientists. Stakeholders are feared to promote 

their own interests that are not always in conformity with the common good.  

 

3.4.1.5 CONDITIONS REGARDING THE POSSIBILITIES OF ENGAGEMENT 

 
“What conditions must be fulfilled in order for these possibilities of engagement to be 

realised?” 

 

51 interview partners talked about the conditions that must be fulfilled in or-

der for engagement to be realised138. Openness on both sides to talk, and to listen 

and understand139, as well as good communication with stakeholders and citizens is 

needed140. This can be achieved, for example, with public debates141, or universities 

should be connected to primary schools142 and there could also be more intensive 

cooperation with non-academic institutions143. 

 

“There must be an astral coincidence, so that it is the right timing, you find the 

right person when you want to find. There are a lot of politicians out there, lot of stake-

holders, not all are equal, publics are different, so you need to engage and find the right 

one, to find the right message. And the right tool to portray this message. So, as I said, 

it's really intricate, sometimes you need also some luck.”144 

 

But there should be a balance between engagement and research145 and engage-

ment should be relevant for the competition between researchers146 and should be 

acknowledged and rewarded147. A few interview partners claimed that they needed 

more money148 and time149 to bring in more parties. Lay people should be trained150 to 

                                                        
137 #066, p. 4, #060, p. 3 
138 #002, p. 4-5; #003, p. 3; #004, p. 4; #005, p. 4; #006, p. 5; #009, p. 4; #010, p. 4; #011, p. 5-6; #012, p. 5; #014, p. 4; #015, p. 2, 5; 
#017, p. 6; #018, p. 3; #019, p. 5; #020, p. 3-4; #024, p. 5; #025, p. 2-3; #026, p. 5; #027, p. 4; #028, p. 3; #029, p. 4; #030, p. 5; #031, 
p. 4; #032, p. 7; #033, p. 4-5; #035, p. 6, ; #039, p. 3; #041, p. 4; #044, p. 5; #045, p. 3; #049, p. 2; #050, p. 4; #052, p. 5; #053, p. 5; 
#054, p. 4; #057, p. 3; #058, p. 3; #060, p. 3; #063, p. 4; #066, p. 4; #067, p. 3; #068, p. 3; #069, p. 3; #070, p. 4; #071, p. 3; #073; p. 
3; #077, p. 5; #079, p. 6; #080, p. 3; #082, p. 4; #083, p. 4 
139 #003, p. 3; #044, p. 5; #052, p. 5;# 053, p. 5; #066, p. 4; #067, p. 3; #083, p. 4 
140 #006, p. 5; #010, p. 4; #024, p. 5; #032, p. 7; #041, p. 4; #054, p. 4; #058, p. 3; #070, p. 4; #073, p. 3; #077, p. 5 
141 #028, p. 3 
142 #017, p. 6 
143 #027, p. 4 
144 #071, p. 3 
145 #015, p. 2 
146 #025, p. 3 
147 #079, p. 6 
148 #006, p. 5; #015, p. 2; #018, p. 3; #026, p. 5; #045, p. 3; #050, p. 4; #057, p. 3; #080, p. 3; #082, p. 3 
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get the experience that is needed151 but scientists should be trained, too152. The goal of 

the engagement and what all sides can expect from each other should be clear.153 

 

In summary, three conditions were highlighted that would promote RRI engage-

ment. First, researchers want to see their commitment to RRI pay off in terms of their 

career. They demand that such activities be recognised and that they are tied to career 

opportunities. Second, entering into a dialogue with the public presupposes funding 

specifically directed to this purpose. Scientists feel that they need assistance if they are 

supposed to productively interact with the general audience in terms of time, rewards, 

money and training.154 A third condition that was brought up frequently was that sci-

ence as well as external parties need to make an effort to enter into a genuine dia-

logue.155 This requires willingness and openness on the side of the scientists as well as 

interest in scientific matters on the part of the public and stakeholders. In addition, the 

reciprocal expectations should be communicated clearly. 

 

3.4.2 RESEARCH EXECUTIVES 
 

“What possibilities do you see for engaging stakeholders or lay people in your own insti-

tution?” 

“How do these possibilities of engagement differ between different research areas?” 

“What hopes and worries do you have with regard to these possibilities for engage-

ment?” 

“What conditions must be fulfilled in order for these possibilities of engagement to be 

realised in your institution?” 

 

3.4.2.1 LAY PEOPLE ENGAGEMENT 

 

When being asked for the possibilities of engagement in their institutions, 12 

Research Executives talked about lay people engagement. Research Executives viewed 

lay people primarily as recipients of information about science. They mentioned dis-

                                                                                                                                                                            
149 #009, p. 4; #018, p. 3; #063, p. 4; #069, p. 3; #077, p. 5; #080, p. 3; #082, p. 3 
150 #011, p. 5; #066, p. 4 
151 #029, p. 4 
152 #039, p. 3; #073, p. 3 
153 #020, p. 3; #030, p. 5; #035, p. 6; #039, p. 3; #068, p. 3 
154 #006, p. 5; #009, p. 4; #015, p. 5; #018, p. 3; #025, p. 3; #026, p. 5; #039, p. 3-4; #045, p. 3; #057, p. 3; #063, p. 4; #073, p. 3; 
#077, p. 5; #079, p. 6; #080, p. 3; #082, p. 4 
155 #003, p. 4; #015, p. 2; #024, p. 5; #028, p. 3; #030, p. 5; #032, p. 7; #035, p. 6; #041, p. 4; #044, p. 5; #049, p. 2; #053, p. 5; #057, 
p. 3; #066, p. 4; #070, p. 4; #073, p. 3 
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semination activities like talks, open days, festivals and school programmes.156 Science 

Shops were also brought up.157 However, a more active role of lay people in influencing 

the research agenda was also envisaged. An example cited was the Dutch National Re-

search Agenda which welcomes public input. 158  

If Research Executives identified differences in engagement possibilities for lay 

people between research fields, they often distinguished humanities, social sciences 

and health sciences from more technical or theoretical research fields like nuclear 

physics, sociological theory or mathematics. The former were seen to have a closer con-

nection to the everyday life of lay people, therefore being more accessible, even without 

expertise in the field, and better suited for engagement.159 Interest of and relevance for 

lay people was perceived to vary between research areas, being higher in applied 

work160: “if you're doing more fundamental research in a lab, then the distance to, let's 

say, its application and societal impact may be much larger […] if we are talking about 

new technology or the design of social interventions, this could be with direct engage-

ment of the public because they have a vested interest in the application or situation 

that you wish to affect.”161 Another reason given for this difference was that lay people 

are rather able to provide values, worries and relevance assessments than knowledge 

on technological specificities.162 Also, scientists from some disciplines were seen as be-

ing more inclined to engagement, e.g. social scientists163, engineers164 and scientists 

from applied research fields165. 

A hope Research Executives frequently articulated is that involvement of lay peo-

ple increases the odds for science to address and solve pressing societal problems.166 

Hopes to raise interest in and acceptance of research by communicating its benefits 

were also mentioned,167 but there were worries that the options of lay people to shape 

the pathways of science would be constrained by their lack of familiarity with scien-

tific topics.168 Another worry was that lay people are too easily influenced by emotional 

arguments rather than expert knowledge and evidence.169 In a similar vein, one re-

spondent stated that lay people influence is often perceived as lowering the objectivity 

and thus the quality of research and makes publication more difficult: “So, I think you 

can do an excellent piece of research with very strong engagement from lay people and 

                                                        
156 #016[RE], p. 3; #034[RE], p. 3; #038[RE], p. 4; #048[RE], p. 2; #055[RE], p. 2; #072[RE], p. 3-4; #078[RE], p. 3; #081[RE], p. 2; 
#084[RE], p. 2 
157 #013[RE], p. 3; #064[RE], p. 3 
158 #076[RE], p. 3 
159 #008[RE], p. 4; #047[RE], p. 2; #055[RE], p. 2; #056[RE], p. 3; #059[RE], p. 3; #065[RE], p. 3; #072[RE], p. 4; #075[RE], p. 2; 
#078[RE], p. 3-4 
160 #065[RE], p. 3; #072[RE], p. 5 
161 #076[RE], p. 4; see also #051[RE], p. 2 
162 #001[RE], p. 5 
163 #056[RE], p. 3 
164 #076[RE], p. 4 
165 #086[RE], p. 6 
166 #001[RE], p. 5, #008 [RE], p. 4-5; #061[RE], p. 3; #074[RE], p. 4; #085[RE], p. 3 
167 #008 [RE], p. 4-5; #038[RE], p. 3, 4; #055[RE], p. 3; #084[RE], p. 2 
168 #007[RE], p. 4-5; #008[RE], p. 3, 5; #051[RE] p. 3; #059[RE], p. 4 
169 #055[RE], p. 3; see also #061[RE], p. 2, 3 
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actually then run into problems in terms of publications”.170 Among the conditions for 

lay people engagement was ensuring their competence, e.g., by educating them before-

hand.171 Also, Research Executives demanded that lay people interested in engagement 

should be willing to commit the necessary amount of time.172  

 

3.4.2.2 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

 

When asked about the possibilities of engagement in their institutions, 21 Re-

search Executives talked about stakeholder engagement. Industry was mentioned most 

frequently as a possible stakeholder.173 Other stakeholders commonly mentioned were 

governmental agencies174 and NGOs175. Also, the possibility of engaging patient groups 

in medical research was brought up several times.176 The role assigned to stakeholders 

in the research process varied177, ranging from funding178 over formulating needs and 

setting research topics179 to active involvement and evaluation180. The latter was mainly 

the case in medical research involving patients. 

 

 
Figure 16: Types of stakeholders mentioned by Research Executives 

 

                                                        
170 #074[RE], p. 3-4 
171 #007[RE], p. 5; #013[RE], p. 4; #048[RE], p. 2 
172 #065[RE], p. 3; #072[RE], p. 3-4 
173 #001[RE], p. 4; #016[RE], p. 3; #021[RE], p. 3; #034[RE], p. 3; #047[RE], p. 2; #059[RE], p. 3; #061[RE], p. 2; #062[RE], p. 3; 
#075[RE], p. 2; #076[RE], p. 3; #085[RE], p. 2, 3; #086[RE], p. 6; #087[RE], p. 2 
174 #016[RE], p. 3; #046[RE], p. 4; #056[RE], p. 2; #059[RE], p. 3; #061[RE], p. 2; #076[RE], p. 3; #086[RE], p. 6 
175 #016[RE], p. 3; #021[RE], p. 3; #059[RE], p. 3; #086[RE], p. 6; #087[RE], p. 2 
176 #047[RE], p. 2; #081[RE], p. 2; #086[RE], p. 6 
177 #087[RE], p. 5 
178 #061[RE], p. 2; #085[RE], p. 3 
179 #001[RE], p. 4; #007[RE], p. 3-4; #013[RE], p. 3; #047[RE], p. 2; #056[RE], p. 2-3; #061[RE], p. 2    
180 #059[RE], p. 3; #065[RE], p. 3; #074[RE], p. 3; #081[RE], p. 2; #086 [RE], p. 1 
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Engagement possibilities for stakeholders were also reported to differ between 

disciplines regarding the type of possible stakeholders and apt formats181, e.g., health 

services in medicine, companies in science and public policy in the humanities; via 

workshops or questionnaires. Stakeholder engagement was mainly hoped to cast light 

on their actual requirements and needs and thus to make research practically rele-

vant.182 One respondent described the development of a health technology for doing 

rehabilitation exercises at home: “So, trying to create a technology that in some way can 

mimic [the patients’ social environment] is very difficult but it is a challenge that we 

would never have been aware of had we not spoken to them.”183 To use stakeholders as 

a source for research funding is another hope mentioned several times.184 A worry re-

garding stakeholder engagement was that stakeholders are perceived by the public to 

exert a one-sided influence on topics and results, even though this is not actually the 

case.185 Especially involvement of companies is feared to diminish the public credibil-

ity of science. Therefore, a condition for their engagement was the public acquiescence 

that stakeholder involvement is beneficial for all groups involved. One respondent pro-

posed enhanced communication efforts to achieve this: “So, we as researchers have to 

make an effort to explain society that we are not bought by the industry.”186 

 
Figure 17: Number of Research Executives mentioning engagement possibilities in their own institutions 

for stakeholders, lay people or both 

 
3.4.2.3 ENGAGEMENT IN GENERAL 

 
A chief barrier to the implementation of RRI engagement schemes was that aca-

demics did not perceive such engagement as their responsibility but rather as an at-

tack on their independence.187 Thus, a precondition of successful engagement is an 

openness to this effect on the part of the scientists188: “that all [the university’s] staff 

                                                        
181 #034[RE], p. 3-4; #062[RE], p. 3 
182 #007[RE], p. 4; #013[RE], p. 3; #034[RE], p. 3; #038[RE], p. 2-3; #046[RE], p. 4; #061[RE], p. 2; #062[RE], p. 3; #072[RE], p. 4; 
#078[RE], p. 2-3; #081[RE], p. 3; #085[RE], p. 3 
183 #086[RE], p. 2 
184 #034[RE], p.3; #061[RE], p. 2; #087[RE], p. 11 
185 #021 [RE], p. 3-4; #061[RE], p. 3-4; #078[RE], p. 4 
186 #021 [RE], p. 3-4 
187 #008[RE], p. 4; #038[RE], p. 3, 4; #086[RE], p. 6; #087[RE], p. 1, 2; see also #089[RE], p. 4 
188 #062[RE], p. 3; see also #065[RE], p. 3 
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recognise the value of public engagement. […] So that takes a bit of time to get that em-

bedded in the culture of the university.”189  

Other Research Executives mentioned preconditions that enable individual scien-

tists to encourage and take up lay input. Most prominent was the demand to incentiv-

ise engagement, e.g., via career opportunities and calls for proposals.190 Therefore, sev-

eral participants called for acknowledging engagement activities in funding and promo-

tion.191 Some also mentioned funding requirements as a reason for getting involved in 

public engagement in the first place.192 Engagement was generally regarded as an activi-

ty that does not occur by itself but needs to be prompted and supported by resources, 

i.e., time, money and personnel.193 For example, one respondent proposed professional 

structures to facilitate engagement on a par with other governing bodies of universi-

ties.194 

In terms of the design of the actual engagement process, Research Executives 

voiced worries regarding the decision with whom to engage and how to achieve a rep-

resentative sample of both stakeholders and lay people.195 Also, the process was feared 

to create yet another administrative burden and take time and resources away from 

research.196 Also, interviewees emphasised the need for open discussion and collabora-

tion between all parties.197 Therefore, their institutions should make an effort to intensi-

fy public outreach.198 However, Research Executives anticipated communication prob-

lems between researchers, on the one hand, and lay people and stakeholders, on the 

other, e.g. because reducing complexity of topics is difficult and some topics might even 

create fear.199 Proposed solutions were communication training for researchers200 and 

translators speaking the language of both sides201. 

 

In conclusion, options for engagement from outside of science are widely recog-

nised by Leading Researchers as well as Research Executives, with stakeholders being 

mentioned more often than lay people. Lay people are mainly seen as recipients of in-

formation and education. These activities are tied to hopes of raising public ac-

ceptance of science. However, some Leading Researchers and Research Executives also 

acknowledge that lay people legitimately influence the research agenda in the sense of 

addressing societal needs. Leading Researchers also saw a role for the lay public in as-

sisting scientists, e.g., by collecting data. The role of stakeholders was mostly taken to 

                                                        
189 #034[RE], p. 4 
190 #013[RE], p. 4; #021[RE], p. 4; #023[RE], p. 4, #055[RE], p. 3; #078[RE], p. 4; #081[RE], p. 3 
191 #021[RE], p. 9; #034[RE], p. 4; #064[RE], p. 6 
192 #034[RE], p. 3; #078[RE], p. 2-3 
193 #007[RE], p. 12; #023[RE], p. 4; #034[RE], p. 4; #056[RE], p. 3; #074[RE], p. 4; #081[RE], p. 3; #084[RE], p. 2; #086[RE], p. 12 
194 #086[RE], p. 2 
195 #007[RE], p. 4; #023[RE], p. 4; #059[RE], p. 3 
196 #061[RE], p. 3; #074[RE], p. 4 
197 #001[RE], p. 5; #013[RE], p. 4; #047[RE], p. 2; #064[RE], p. 3; #086[RE], p. 2 
198 #023[RE], p. 4; #038[RE], p. 4; #046[RE], p. 5; see also #085[RE], p. 3 
199 #084[RE], p. 2 
200 #078[RE], p. 4 
201 #072[RE], p. 4 
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give input for choosing research problems and thus make science more practically rele-

vant. Another important role ascribed to stakeholders by both groups was providing 

funding. Leading Researchers and Research Executives also agreed that engagement is 

easier in applied research fields than fundamental or theoretical fields. Both groups 

identified relevance of a topic to stakeholders and lay people as a precondition for their 

engagement. 

A worry shared by Leading Researchers and Research Executives was that lay 

people lack the necessary knowledge about scientific topics. Researchers were there-

fore concerned that they might pose unrealistic expectations and anticipated communi-

cation difficulties. A condition for the engagement of laypeople mentioned by Research 

Executives was educating them beforehand. A difference between both groups exists 

between views on stakeholder engagement. While Leading Researchers are worried 

about their biased influence on science, Research Executives are only afraid that the 

public could perceive this influence as biased and thus as diminishing the objectivity of 

research. Research Executives, however, do not share this perception but see coopera-

tion with stakeholders as a useful way of funding research. Leading Researchers laid 

stress on the requirement that engagement must not impair their freedom of research.  

 

3.5 FACTORS INFLUENTIAL ON RESEARCH  
 

This set of questions was directed at the existing institutional context of research 

and innovation, more particularly which factors are influential on the research agenda. 

A variety of driving forces shape research: political goals, business interests, epistemic 

aspirations, social values and preferences. The questions in this topic block were as-

sumed to bring out the most important of such factors. Interviewees were specifically 

asked for the relevance of Calls for Proposals, Private Sponsorship, Renowned Experts, 

Collaborations and Citizen Science. The questions about the individual factors are meant 

as a preparation for the final ranking; prompting respondents to acquaint themselves 

with possible factors influencing research. Therefore, they are not analysed in detail 

here. Regarding the analysis of the ranking, if someone had ranked two Influencing Fac-

tors equally202, the subsequent rank is left blank. If someone thought a category is not 

important203, this category is skipped. 

 

“This section is about different mechanisms for shaping research. We are interested in 

the relative importance of different driving forces that shape research – political agen-

das, business interests, research-internal factors, or more broader societal influences.” 

 

                                                        
202 #006, p. 6-7; #031, p. 5; #032, p. 13; #044, p. 7; #068, p. 5; #077, p. 7; #056[RE], p. 5; #061[RE], p. 6-7; #064[RE], p. 5 
203 #009, p. 7; #012, p. 7; #019, p. 7; #025, p. 5; #058, p. 3; #021[RE], p. 6; #059[RE], p. 11-12; #072[RE], p. 6; #084[RE], p. 3 
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3.5.1 LEADING RESEARCHERS 
 

48 Leading Researchers ranked the Influencing Factors.204 Calls for Proposals is 

mostly seen on rank 1 (21 interview partners), but is closely followed by Collaborations 

among all Researchers including Junior Researchers and Students (17 interview part-

ners). No one saw Private Sponsorship as the most important factor to influence their 

own research. Collaborations are mostly set on rank 2 (21 interview partners). On rank 

3 there is no clearly highlighted category, 14 saw Calls for Proposals on rank 3 but 11 

interview partners placed Private Sponsorship and 10 Renowned Experts on rank 3. 17 

interview partners set Private Sponsorship on rank 4. Citizen Science (24 interviewees) 

is mainly named as rank 5, followed by Private Sponsorship (12 interview partners). No 

one saw Collaborations as the least important factor to influence the own research. 

 

Position in Ranking 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

Calls for Proposals 21 7 14 4 2 

Private Sponsorship 0 4 11 17 12 

Renowned Experts 11 13 10 10 4 

Collaborations 17 21 5 5 0 

Citizen Science 0 3 7 11 24 

Table 6: Ranking for Leading Researchers 

 

 
Figure 18: Ranking of Influence Factors for Leading Researchers 

                                                        
204 #002; #006, p. 6-7; #009, p. 7; #010, p. 5-6; #011, p. 9-10; #012, p. 7; #015, p. 9; #017, p. 9; #018, p. 6; #019, p. 7; #020, p. 5; 
#022, p. 9; #024, p. 8; #025, p. 5; #026, p. 7; #027, p. 6; #028, p. 4; #029, p. 6; #030, p. 7; #031, p. 5; #032, p. 13; #033, p. 8; #035, p. 
9; #039, p. 5; #041, p. 6; #042, p. 4; #044, p. 7; #045, p. 5; #049, p. 4; #050, p. 5; #052, p. 9; #053, p. 7; #054, p. 6; #057, p. 5; #058, 
p. 3; #060, p. 4; #063, p. 6; #066, p. 6; #067, p. 5; #068, p. 5; #070, p. 6; #071, p. 4-5; #073, p. 5; #077, p. 7; #079, p. 9; #080, p. 4; 
#082, p. 6; #083, p. 6 
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In summary, it is Calls for Proposals and the network of colleagues that shape the direc-

tion of research. The influence of private funding on the research agenda is surprisingly 

small (in light of the responses we were able to collect).  

 

3.5.2 RESEARCH EXECUTIVES 
 

25 Research Executives ranked the Influencing Factors.205 Calls for Proposals is 

mostly seen on rank 1 (11 interview partner) but it is closely followed by Renowned 

Experts (9 interview partners). No one saw Citizen Science as the most important factor 

to influence research in the own institution. Collaborations are mostly set on rank 2 (10 

interview partners). On rank 3 there is no clearly stressed category, 7 saw Collabora-

tions on rank 3 but there are also 6 interview partners for Renowned Experts and 5 for 

Calls for Proposals. 7 interview partners set Private Sponsorship on rank 4. Citizen Sci-

ence (13 interviewees) is mainly named as rank 5, followed by Private Sponsorship (7 

interview partners). These are the only influencing factors that are named with the least 

impact on research in one’s own institution. 

 

Position in Ranking 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

Calls for Proposals 11 5 5 3 0 

Private Sponsorship 1 2 4 7 7 

Renowned Experts 9 5 6 5 0 

Collaborations 6 10 7 1 0 

Citizen Science 0 1 2 5 13 

Table 7: Ranking for Research Executives 

 

                                                        
205 #007[RE], p. 7; #013[RE]; #016[RE], p. 6; #021[RE], p. 6; #023[RE], p. 6; #034[RE], p. 6; #038[RE], p. 6; #040[RE], p. 4; 
#046[RE], p. 6-7; #047[RE], p. 3; #048[RE], p. 4; #051[RE], p. 5; #055[RE], p. 4; #056[RE], p. 5; #059[RE], p. 11-12; #061[RE], p. 6-
7; #062[RE], p. 5; #064[RE], p. 5; #065[RE], p. 5; #072[RE], p. 6; #075[RE], p.5; #078[RE], p. 5; #081[RE], p. 4; #084[RE], p. 3; 
#085[RE], p. 4 
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Figure 19: Ranking of Influence Factors for Research Executives 

 

In conclusion, there is no striking difference between Leading Researchers and 

Research Executives. The relative weight of the Influencing Factors is the same with 

Calls for Proposals being the most important, followed by Collaborations among re-

searchers and Renowned Experts. Private Sponsorship and Citizen Science was granted 

less influence or the least influence, respectively, on research. 

 

3.6 EMBEDDEDNESS 
 

In this section, Research Executives were asked to characterise existing relations 

their institution has with industry as well as non-industry partners, also compared to 

the past and other institutions. This set of questions was supposed to explore in more 

depth one particular factor influential on research, namely, industrial sponsoring. 

 

3.6.1 RELATIONSHIP WITH INDUSTRY 
 

“How would you characterise the relation between research performed by your own in-

stitution and industry?” 

“What partnerships with industry does your institution currently have?” 

“How does this differ from the past?” 

“How does this differ from other institutions you have worked for?” 
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The vast majority of Research Executives responded that their institution main-

tains relations with industry, chiefly in terms of company-funded research206 or collabo-

ration207. Industry partnerships are an increasingly important source of research fund-

ing or a precondition for matching public funds.208 One benefit Research Executives 

identified for academic institutions was increasing the relevance and impact of their 

research.209 In industry collaborations, research topics were typically determined by the 

companies’ demand.210 

Benefits mentioned for industry were the utilisation of academic expertise, rep-

utation and infrastructure to create a market advantage: “we have a state of the art 

nano laboratory here which none of the private companies can afford or wants to waste 

their money on.”211 Education was likewise often mentioned as a field of exchange be-

tween science and industry, ensuring that graduates are prepared for a career outside 

academia.212 Several interviewees mentioned plans to expand their relations with in-

dustry in the future.213 

When Research Executives explained why their institution has no or few industry 

relations, they sometimes referred to differences between research fields. The social 

sciences and humanities were regarded as less suited for industry engagement214, in 

contrast to fields like engineering, biomedicine, computer sciences and business admin-

istration215. Regarding types of institutions, technological universities, universities of 

applied sciences and entrepreneurial universities were seen as more susceptible to in-

dustry contacts, while institutions focusing on basic research were seen as less suita-

ble.216 Another factor influencing industry engagement was how long relationships and 

structures for engagement had time to grow and become established to form sustaina-

ble networks.217 

When asked for differences in industry relations to the past, most Research Execu-

tives reported an increase.218 Two respondents explained that industry-funded re-

search is now recognised by scientists while in the past it was sometimes regarded as 

inferior to publicly funded research.219 The engagement process was seen to have be-

                                                        
206 #008[RE], p. 10; #013[RE], p. 6; #021[RE], p. 7; #034[RE], p. 7; #055[RE], p. 5; #061[RE], p. 5; #062[RE], p. 5;  #064[RE], p. 5; 
#074[RE], p. 7; #076[RE], p. 7; #087[RE], p. 5 
207 #001[RE], p. 7; #021[RE], p. 7; #048[RE], p. 4; #055[RE], p. 5; #061[RE], p. 5; #062[RE], p. 5; #064[RE], p. 5; #074[RE], p. 7; 
#076[RE], p. 7; #087[RE], p. 5 
208 #001[RE], p. 7-8; #021[RE], p. 7; #078[RE], p. 6; #087[RE], p. 8 
209 #001[RE], p. 7; #021[RE], p. 7; #034[RE], p. 7; #038[RE], p. 7; #055[RE], p. 5 
210 #062[RE], p. 5; #074[RE], p. 7; #087[RE], p. 4; #089[RE], p. 2 
211 #038[RE], p. 6; see also #008[RE], p. 10; #034[RE], p. 7; #081[RE], p. 4 
212 #001[RE], p. 7; #013[RE], p. 6; #016[RE], p. 7; #023[RE], p. 6; #034[RE], p. 7; #062[RE], p. 5; #086[RE], p. 3 
213 #001[RE], p. 7; #007[RE], p. 7-8; #008[RE], p. 10; #051[RE], p. 5; #055[RE], p. 5; #056[RE], p. 5-6; #081[RE], p. 4 
214 #056[RE], p. 5-6; #072[RE], p. 6-7 
215 #034[RE], p. 7-8; #056[RE], p. 5-6; #064[RE], p. 5; #075[RE], p. 5; #084[RE], p. 4 
216 #001[RE], p. 7-8; #008[RE], p. 10-11; #074[RE], p. 7; #076[RE], p. 7-8; #081[RE], p. 5; #084[RE], p. 4 
217 #056[RE], p. 6; #085[RE], p. 5; #086[RE], p. 1, 2-3, 7 
218 #007[RE], p. 8; #013[RE], p. 6-7; #023[RE], p. 7; #048[RE], p. 4; #051[RE], p. 6; #055[RE], p. 5; #056[RE], p. 6; #065[RE], p. 5; 
#074[RE], p. 7;  #075[RE], p. 6; #078[RE], p. 6; #084[RE], p. 3, 4; #085[RE], p. 5; #086[RE], p. 3; #087[RE], p. 8 
219 #034[RE], p. 7; #055[RE], p. 5 
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come more structured over the past years, e.g., relations with industry are now man-

aged professionally.220 

In summary, Research Executives do not view the relationship with industry as 

an influence distorting the direction or quality of research, but rather as a respectable 

interaction that benefits both universities and companies. Again, industry is seen as a 

source of information about social demands and as a source of funding. In the relevant 

literature, critics often argue that industry-sponsored research tends to become super-

ficial (companies are not interested in deepened understanding) and short-term orient-

ed. Judged in light of our findings, Research Executives do not harbour such fears. Re-

search funded by corporations is seen as being on a par epistemically with university 

research.  

 

3.6.2 RELATIONSHIP WITH NON-INDUSTRY INSTITUTIONS 
 

“How would you characterise the relation between research performed by your institu-

tion and external partners other than industry?” 

“What partnerships other than those with industry does your institution currently 

have?” 

“How does this differ from the past?” 

“How does this differ from other institutions you have worked for?” 

Most Research Executives mentioned relationships with non-industry partners. 

Most prominent were NGOs221 (e.g. charities and foundations) as well as the govern-

ment on a national level222. Local and regional governments223 and public sector organi-

sations224, like schools and hospitals, were also frequently mentioned. Some interview-

ees also talked about relationships to other research institutions.225 Although the types 

of relationships were mostly not specified, national governments and NGOs were distin-

guished as providing funds226 and governments as receiving scientific data or advice227. 

While several Research Executives recognised no difference in non-industry rela-

tions to the past228, many saw an increase229. Reasons given for the increase were fund-

                                                        
220 #056[RE], p. 6; #085[RE], p. 5; #086[RE], p. 3 
221 #008[RE], p. 11; #016[RE], p. 7; #034[RE], p. 8-9; #048[RE], p. 4; #051[RE], p. 6; #055[RE], p. 5; #056[RE], p. 6; #059[RE], p. 7; 
#062[RE], p. 6; #064[RE], p. 5; #065[RE], p. 6; #076[RE], p. 8-9; #086[RE], p. 6; #087[RE], p. 5 
222 #016[RE], p. 7; #021[RE], p. 8; #034[RE], p. 8-9; #038[RE], p. 7; #040[RE], p. 5; #046[RE], p. 7; #047[RE], p. 4; #055[RE], p. 5; 
#061[RE], p. 8 
223 #001[RE], p. 8; #013[RE], p. 7-8; #048[RE], p. 4; #056[RE], p. 6; #062[RE], p. 6; #064[RE], p. 5; #065[RE], p. 6; #075[RE], p. 6 
224 #048[RE], p. 4; #056[RE], p. 6; #062[RE], p. 6; #064[RE], p. 5; #075[RE], p. 6; #078[RE], p. 6; #086[RE], p. 6 
225 #007[RE], p. 9; #048[RE], p. 4; #061[RE], p. 8; #078[RE], p. 6; #081[RE], p. 5; #084[RE], p. 4 
226 #034[RE], p. 8-9; #051[RE], p. 6; #061[RE], p. 8; #086[RE], p. 6; #087[RE], p. 5 
227 #021[RE], p. 8; #075[RE], p. 6; #087[RE], p. 5 
228 #001[RE], p. 8; #016[RE], p. 7; #038[RE], p. 7, 8; #051[RE], p. 6; #055[RE], p. 6; #062[RE], p. 6 
229 #013[RE], p. 8; #021[RE], p. 8; #046[RE], p. 7; #048[RE], p. 4; #064[RE], p. 5; #072[RE], p. 7; #075[RE], p. 6; #078[RE], p. 6; 
#081[RE], p. 5 
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ing opportunities and requirements230 and a heightened awareness of the importance of 

external engagement,231 which becomes apparent in structures, resourcing and recogni-

tion at the university level232. Differences between institutions in non-industry relations 

were mainly attributed to how much they appreciate and promote engagement.233 Also, 

non-industry engagement was seen as more important for social sciences and humani-

ties than economics and technology234 and also more important in applied than basic 

research235. 

All in all, relationships with non-industry actors were also widely spread among 

institutions, although Research Executives seemed to be less aware of the specificities of 

those relationships and of their role for research as compared to industry-relations. 

 

3.7 DEFINITION 
 

In the Research Framework HORIZON 2020 the European Commission defines RRI as “a 

process in which all societal actors (researchers, citizens, policymakers, business, third 

sector organisations, etc.) work together during the whole research and innovation pro-

cess in order to align research and innovation outcomes with the values, needs and ex-

pectations of society.” This set of question was intended to find out what interviewees 

thought of this definition and whether they considered it useful for guiding RRI activi-

ties.  

 

3.7.1 LEADING RESEARCHERS 
 

 “What opportunities and risks does RRI as defined by this definition present for your 

own work/research more generally?”  

 

3.7.1.1 OPPORTUNITIES 

 
41 Leading Researchers recognised opportunities with regard to the definition of 

RRI.236 Some of the interview partners mentioned especially that they like this defini-

tion.237 as long as it leaves some space for independent ideas.238 For two of them it de-

                                                        
230 #013[RE], p. 8; #081[RE], p. 5 
231 #021[RE], p. 8; #065[RE], p. 6 
232 #056[RE], p. 6; #065[RE], p. 6 
233 #038[RE], p. 8; #056[RE], p. 7; #065[RE], p. 5; #086[RE], p. 7; #087[RE], p. 1 
234 #064[RE], p. 5 
235 #074[RE], p. 7 
236 #002, p. 11; #005, p. 11; #006, p.9; #009, p. 12; #010, p. 10; #011, p. 14; #012, p. 12; #015, p. 13; #017, p. 14; #018, p. 9; #019, p. 
11; #020, p. 8; #022, p. 15; #024, p. 14; #025, p. 9; #026, p. 10; #027, p. 9; #028, p. 8; #029, p. 9; #031, p. 8; #032, p. 21; #033, p. 14; 
#035, p. 12; #041, p. 9; #042, p. 5; #044, p. 11; #045, p. 8; #049, p. 6; #054, p. 8; #057, p. 7; #058, p. 8; #063, p. 9; #066, p. 8; #070, 
p. 8; #071, p. 7; #073, p. 8; #077, p. 11; #079, p. 14; #082, p. 9; #083, p. 9; #088, p. 12 
237 #002, p.11; #009, p. 12; #011, p. 14; #017, p. 14; #025, p. 9; #027, p. 9; #029, p. 9; #030, p. 10; #042, p. 5; #049, p. 6; #058, p. 5; 
#063, p. 9; #073, p. 8; #082, p. 9; #088, p. 12 
238 #073, p. 8 
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scribes the ideal world.239 Other interview partners saw this definition as reflecting 

their own aspirations.240 RRI is seen as an opportunity to build better bridges from sci-

ence to society.241 Three Leading Researchers saw the opportunity to involve more end-

users242, business243 and third sector organisations244 (that is non-industrial stakehold-

ers) because RRI opens up research to different groups.245 The involvement of society is 

seen as a major opportunity for getting input.246 One interview partner stated that “any-

thing you do can be more meaningful, it had a great impact.”247 Three researchers men-

tioned especially that they like the orientation toward “values, needs and expectations 

of society”.248 So, the main opportunity for Leading Researchers was to get more input 

from society to make their research more socially relevant and robust249: “Being able 

to engage with citizens, policymakers, businesses and everybody is definitely going to 

make our research far more targeted, far more beneficial and current […]. And that is 

very, very important.”250 Another opportunity identified was obtaining new funds from 

industry and policymakers.251 

 

3.7.1.2 RISKS 

 
41 interview partners saw risks in the definition of RRI.252 One big risk is that the 

definition does not contain guidelines for practical implementation.253 Therefore, it 

was seen as a vacuous statement that describes an ideal rather than a useful instruction. 

Another big risk is that there are too many stakeholders with too many different opin-

ions that need to be discussed very early on254; therefore, much communication is need-

ed255 that leads to a loss of time256 and money257. A major fear was the creation of an 

additional burden for researchers.258 The outcome of RRI guided research can be un-

                                                        
239 #005, p. 11; #082, p. 9 
240 #018, p. 9; #020, p. 8; #024, p. 14; #041, p. 9; #053, p. 12; #066, p. 8; #070, p. 8; #077, p. 11; #083, p. 9 
241 #011, p. 14; #012, p. 12; #019, p. 11; #031, p. 8; #032, p. 21; #041, p. 9; #079, p. 14 
242 #010, p. 10; #041, p. 9; #042, p. 5; #071, p. 7 
243 #002, p. 11; #010, p. 10; #041, p. 9; #042, p. 5; #044, p. 11; #071, p. 7  
244 #041, p. 9; #042, p. 5; #044, p. 11; #071, p. 7 
245 #054, p. 8 
246 #009, p. 12; #028, p. 8; #033, p. 14; #045, p. 8; #049, p. 6 
247 #057, p. 7 
248 #010, p. 10; #020, p. 8; #024, p. 14 
249 #002, p. 11; 006, p. 9; #008, p. 12; #010, p. 10; #011, p. 14; #015, p. 13; #020, p. 8; #024, p. 4; #025, p. 9; #028, p. 8; #031, p. 8; 
#032, p. 21; #039, p. 8-9; #041, p. 9; #053, p. 12; #057, p. 7; #063, p. 9; #077, p. 11; #079, p. 14 
250 #063, p. 9 
251 #022, p. 15; #077, p. 11 
252 #002, p. 11; #003, p. 10; #004, p. 12; #005, p. 12; #006, p. 10; #009, p. 12; #010, p. 10; #011, p. 14; #012, p.12; #018, p. 9; #019, 
p. 10; #020, p. 8; #024, p. 13; #025, p. 9; #026, p. 10; #027, p. 9; #028, p. 8; #029, p. 9; #030, p. 10; #031, p. 9; #032, p. 21; #033, p. 
13; #039, p. 8; #041, p. 9; #042, p. 5; #044, p. 11; #054, p. 8; #057, p. 7; #058, p. 5; #060, p. 6; #063, p. 9; #066, p. 8; #068, p. 8; 
#069, p. 10; #071, p. 7; #073, p. 8; #079, p. 4, 14; #080, p. 7; #082, p. 9; #083, p. 9; #088, p. 7, 12 
253 #002, p. 11; #003, p. 10; #004, p. 12; #005, p. 11; #024, p. 13; #028, p. 8; #058, p. 5; #067, p. 7; #068, p. 8; #082, p. 9 
254 #003, p. 10; #024, p. 13; #026, p. 10; #032, p. 21; #035, p. 12; #042, p. 5; #044, p. 11; #060, p. 6; #079, p. 14; #080, p. 7; #082, p. 
9 
255 #002, p. 11; #003, p. 10; #006, p. 10; #012, p. 12; #025, p. 9; #041, p. 9; #057, p. 7; #073, p. 8 
256 #003, p. 10; #012, p. 12; #018, p. 9; #024, p. 13; #025, p. 9; #053, p. 12; #057, p. 7; #069, p. 10 
257 #026, p. 10; #057, p. 7 
258 #002, p. 11-12; #004, p. 12; #025, p. 9; #041, p. 9; #057, p. 7  
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ethical because RRI is not necessary for all kinds of research259. Another risk is the loss 

of academic freedom.260 Policymakers261 and business262 can have too much clout on 

research. For example, one interviewee who had been living in the Soviet Union stated: 

“I have a strong allergy on any attempts of ideological restriction of the research.”263 

Citizens, on the other hand, might not understand research264 and should not have 

much impact on research for this reason.265 Society should not decide about research 

projects, scientific institutions should rather do that.266 Interviewees wished to main-

tain at least some independent research.267 Also, it was criticised that fundamental re-

search is not part of this definition and might get side-lined by applied research.268 So, 

Leading Researchers thought that not all research should be directed at societal aims. 

Especially in its early stages, research needs to develop unconstrained to allow for unu-

sual and risky approaches and to lead to unexpected and important findings and inno-

vations269: 

 

“If I look at my own research, and I think it's also a bit of misunderstanding of 

what research is. Research also involves being behind your own desk, having a new idea, 

being innovative, being creative. And some of the things you cannot do with a whole 

group of people. Some of the things you have to do yourself. So I think the idea that you 

can work together and do the entire research and innovation process, just makes no 

sense. I'm not saying that you cannot involve people but you have to think about when 

to do this. And for me, part of doing research is also being creative, coming to new ideas 

that other people, maybe other people would find nonsense at first. I think that's very 

important for doing good research that you have the room to combine things that may-

be people don't like in the beginning or don't see as promising. So I would really see as a 

risk, if RRI means this, everything you do has to be discussed with everyone from the 

start because I think that’s going to lead to bad research if you do it that way.”270 

 
 Thus, not all kinds of research can work with this definition271. One respondent 

thought it to rather reflect the views of policymakers, stakeholders, social sciences and 

humanities than natural sciences.272 Four interview partners did not see any risks.273 

In conclusion, Leading Researchers saw the neglect of fundamental and explora-

                                                        
259 #030, p. 10 
260 #012, p. 12; #031, p. 9; #032, p. 21; #041, p. 9; #063, p. 9; #069, p. 10; #073, p. 8 
261 #009, p. 12; #010, p. 10; #029, p. 9; #044, p. 11; #068, p. 8; #079, p. 4 
262 #010, p. 10; #029, p. 9; #044, p. 11; #079, p. 4 
263 #012, p. 12 
264 #009, p. 12; #011, p. 14; #035, p. 12; #044, p. 11; #054, p. 8; #066, p. 8; #079, p. 3 
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270 #020, p. 8 
271 #033, p. 14 
272 #044, p. 14 
273 #017, p. 14; #035, p. 12; #045, p. 8; #053, p. 12 
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tory research, the partisan influence of business and politics and the lack of 

knowledge of lay people as a risk. Also, they missed concrete guidelines for practical 

implementation and feared the additional burden placed on them by RRI. 

 

3.7.2 RESEARCH EXECUTIVES 

 

3.7.2.1 OPPORTUNITIES 

 
“What opportunities does RRI as defined by the EC’s new definition present for your 

own institution?” 

 
24 Research Executives saw opportunities with regard to the definition of RRI.274 

Some of the interview partners mentioned especially that they like this definition275. It 

reflects their own work276 or it defines their aim277. Two executives would like “to solve 

actual societal problems using applied and basic research” 278. Communication between 

all parties is seen as a good opportunity.279 Some interviewees welcomed the chance to 

bring in more end-users280, business281, third sectors282 and policymakers283 into re-

search from early on.284 The quality of research should be “much better with the citi-

zens”285 and research benefits from interdisciplinary work286. 

To conclude, as regards the opportunities seen in this definition, Research Execu-

tives are more focused on involving policymakers than Leading Researchers. Research 

Executives see the main advantage of the definition in encouraging research endeavours 

relevant for social problems.287 

 

3.7.2.2 RISKS 

 
“What risks does RRI as defined by the EC’s new definition present for your own institu-

tion?” 

                                                        
274 #001[RE], p. 10; #007[RE], p. 13-14; #013[RE], p. 10-11; #016[RE], p. 11; #021[RE], p. 13; #023[RE], p. 12; #038[RE], p. 12; 
#040[RE], p. 7; #046[RE], p. 10; #047[RE], p. 5; #048[RE], p. 7; #051[RE], p. 9; #055[RE], p. 8; #056[RE], p. 9; #059[RE], p. 9; 
#061[RE], p. 12; #062[RE], p. 8; #064[RE], p. 7; #065[RE], p. 8; #074[RE], p. 10; #075[RE], p. 8; #078[RE], p. 8; #085[RE], p. 8; 
#086[RE], p. 11 
275 #013[RE], p. 10;  #040[RE], p. 7; #046[RE], p. 10; #048[RE], p. 7; #051[RE], p. 9; #056[RE], p. 9; #059[RE], p. 9; #061[RE], p. 12 
276 #001[RE], p. 10; #038[RE], p. 12; #047[RE], p. 5; #065[RE], p. 8; #074[RE], p. 10 
277 #055[RE], p. 8; #016[RE], p. 11 
278 Quotation from #007[RE], p. 13-14; #065[RE], p. 8 
279 #048[RE], p. 7; #051[RE], p. 9 
280 #013[RE], p. 10; #023[RE], p. 12; #038[RE], p. 12; #051[RE], p. 9; #074[RE], p. 10 
281 #013[RE], p. 10; #023[RE], p. 12; #038[RE], p. 12; #061[RE], p. 12; #062[RE], p. 8 
282 #023[RE], p. 12; #062[RE], p. 8; #074[RE], p. 10 
283 #023[RE], p. 12; #051[RE], p. 9; #062[RE], p. 8; #074[RE], p. 10; #078[RE], p. 8 
284 #059[RE], p. 10; #078[RE], p. 8 
285 quotation from #021[RE], p. 13; #055[RE], p. 8; #078[RE], p. 8 
286 #007[RE], p. 14; #038[RE], p. 12; #051[RE], p. 9; #056[RE], p. 9 
287 #007[RE], p. 13-14; #038[RE], p. 12; #051[RE], p. 9; #056[RE], p. 9; #059[RE], p. 9; #061[RE], p. 12; #065[RE], p. 8-9; #078[RE], 
p. 8; #085[RE], p. 8; #086[RE], p. 11 
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21 interview partners saw risks in the definition of RRI.288 One big risk is that 

more time is needed, e.g., for communicating with all stakeholders in a sustained fash-

ion.289 If too many stakeholders are involved in the process, it might be harder for insti-

tutions to focus on their strategy.290 Also, this definition was seen as not useable for 

kinds of research not directed at societal problems, for example the fine arts.291 Fun-

damental research needs to be included in responsible research292, not every research 

project “has to have a societal impact”293, research needs time to develop unconstrained 

in its early stages294 and academic independence is at risk.295 Another risk is that re-

search can be abused by policymakers or business.296 As for lay people influence, inter-

viewees saw their lack of knowledge as a risk.297 Also, Research Executives saw the 

risks of scientists opposing this definition.298 

This definition was also perceived to miss instruments for implementing it and 

making it practically relevant.299 One interviewee stated: “sometimes the EU is provid-

ing strange definitions with respect to things which are not well-understood by the 

Commission. And this definition here on Responsible Research and Innovation is a good 

example for that. I would like to see […] that the commission would also interact with 

stakeholders before coming across with definitions which are a little bit difficult to fill in 

in the real world.”300 Three interview partners did not see any risk in this definition.301 

In conclusion, Research Executives saw the definition as useless in practice and also 

wanted to maintain research independent from societal needs. 

 

All in all, both Leading Researchers and Research Executives perceived addressing 

and solving societal problems in research as the main opportunity of the definition. Its 

gist was broadly welcomed. However, both saw the risk that RRI according to the defini-

tion requires additional efforts, e.g., in the in terms of skills, commitment and time. 

Also, they saw the definition as useless in practice due to its vagueness and generality. 

Lack of knowledge among lay-people and partisan interests of politics and stakehold-

ers were seen as obstacles by both groups, although Leading Researchers emphasised 

them more strongly. Accordingly, Research Executives predicted resistance on the part 

of the scientists. Both groups shared the wish to maintain research that is not directed 
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300 #072[RE], p. 13 
301 #021[RE], p. 14; #040[RE], p. 7; #065[RE], p. 9 
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at societal aims and wished to exclude early stages but also whole fields of research 

from that demand. Although both groups voiced similar worries, Leading Researchers 

seemed more focussed on conceptual difficulties of RRI, while Research Executives were 

more concerned with its practical feasibility. 

 

3.8 RESEARCH AND INNOVATION OUTCOMES 
 

 RRI is sometimes taken to require the anticipation of research outcomes. Only if 

the future beneficial and detrimental impact of a research finding or innovation can be 

assessed with sufficient reliability ahead of time, can social ambitions and fears be sen-

sibly taken as a basis of regulating research. Such predictability is not a necessary part 

of RRI endeavours, since auxiliary factors such as transparency or the social conditions 

involved in implementing an innovation can be used for a social appraisal of relevant 

opportunities and risks (see D3.4). Yet, in many instances a more detailed assessment of 

research lines presupposes some sort of anticipation of what a research line could ac-

complish. This set of questions was supposed to explore how scientists view the odds of 

predicting future pathways of research.  

 

3.8.1 ANTICIPATION OF RESEARCH OUTCOMES 
 

“To what extent is it possible to anticipate research outcomes during the research pro-

cess?” 

 
47 out of 54 interview partners answered the question about the anticipation of 

research outcomes during the research process.302 38 interview partners thought that it 

is possible to anticipate or foresee research outcomes to a certain extent,303 for exam-

ple by using tools or a scientific methodology,304 or with a clear communication about 

the design of the project305. Some researchers responded that predictability depends on 

the details of the research, the project or the researcher.306 Anticipation is only possible 

for certain goals in a proposal307, in particular minor modifications of existing 

knowledge308 or for well-defined aims309. A few interview partners said that it is possi-
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ble to predict outcomes in some fields of research while this is out of the question in 

other research areas.310 

Many respondents thought that foreseeing outcomes is easier in applied re-

search than in fundamental research311: “In engineering, it is possible to anticipate 

where the research will lead to. For [chemistry], it is more difficult to say.”312 Funda-

mental research is often perceived as generating the more important findings for sci-

ence although with little reliability, it also bears a higher risk of failure.313 In contrast, 

small improvements are easier to foresee.314  

On the other hand, seven interview partners said that it is not possible to antici-

pate research outcomes because of inherent uncertainties.315 If research can be antici-

pated, it would not be research.316 One respondent explained that “most of the big ideas 

of mankind were serendipity”317. 

Although, anticipated outcomes needed for writing the proposal and for defining 

what the research group wants to achieve318, one respondent saw a big problem with 

the anticipation of results for funding programmes: 

 
“So this is one problem of funding issues now that very often you have to define what 

your deliverables and outcomes are going to be. […] I have had certain projects that 

they literally tick every deliverable that you had listed to make sure you have done it. 

And during the project you have to make really, really sure that we do everything, even 

though it is not necessarily making sense any longer to do it, because things evolve in a 

project, in a research project. Science evolves. Sometimes it directs you elsewhere. A 

finding can open up new questions and close others. And funding organisations need to 

be more aware of this process. “319 

 
In conclusion, most Leading Researchers saw the anticipation of research out-

comes as being possible only in part, if possible at all. The outcomes of small changes 

to existing knowledge and outcomes of applied research were seen as easier to predict 

than outcomes of risky research or fundamental research. 
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Figure 20: Anticipation of Research Outcomes 

 
3.8.2 ANTICIPATION OF SOCIETAL IMPACT 

 

“To what extent do you think the societal consequences of technological innovations 

can be anticipated?” 

 
46 out of 54 interview partners answered the question about societal conse-

quences of technological innovations320. While seven interviewees regarded anticipa-

tion of societal impact as possible, at least to a large extent321, the majority (28 respond-

ents) was more cautious322. In their opinion, social consequences of new technologies 

could be foreseen only in some measure, depending on whether similar technologies 

already exist and how marked the differences are.323 Also, such judgement was seen as 

very difficult at the beginning of the research process, while it was thought to get easier 

as research approaches developed324: “But to really say ‘We're going to solve this prob-

lem beforehand’, I think is vanity.”325 Some interview partners mentioned that time to 

reflect the research is missing326 and time is needed to develop scenarios327. Many re-

searchers also mentioned the importance of stakeholders as well as input from other 
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fields for anticipating societal impact328: “And with the help of people working with us 

on applied science, sociology of science, applied ethics, things like that, we can make 

technological choices that are enlightened by various perspectives.”329 Participants also 

emphasised that even though anticipation may not always be possible, researchers 

should still try.330 However, opinions that social impact depends only on the user of a 

device331 are also expressed332.  

Nine interviewees rejected any possibility of anticipating societal consequences 

of technological innovations.333 One statement showed an example from the past: “I 

mean, the good example is the building of the bank of England, they built the biggest 

building, a very big building in London in order to put the biggest computers there, so it 

was in the 70s. And even they could not predict that computers were going to be smaller 

and smaller, so nowadays, you can put a computer in a… (laughing and showing a mo-

bile phone). So this kind of thing cannot be predicted.”334 

 

All in all, respondents expressed caution regarding the predictability of societal 

impact. Only the consequences of small changes to existing technologies and of technol-

ogies near the end of their development process were seen to be foreseeable. Also, the 

involvement of stakeholders was seen to facilitate anticipation of societal impact. 

 

 
Figure 21: Anticipation of Societal Consequences 
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3.9 VISION 
 
The following set of questions was intended to explore ideas and visions for the 

future of RRI and the next steps that need to be taken to achieve them.  

 

3.9.1 LEADING RESEARCHERS 
 

“What are your ideas for the future of Responsible Research and Innovation?  

What kind of support (institutional, economic, etc.) do you need in order to realise these 

possibilities? What obstacles do you anticipate?” 

 
When Leading Researchers were asked about their ideas and visions for the fu-

ture of RRI, their answers were very diverse. Several expressed support for the concept 

of RRI, as defined by the European Commission. Their visions included educating sci-

entists to raise awareness and acceptance of RRI.335 For example, one respondent stat-

ed: “I still notice that nobody, really nobody knows about it.”336 Also, taking RRI serious-

ly and ensuring that it is adopted in practice is mentioned.337 Directing research to-

wards socially beneficial aims was frequently brought up, too.338 Many respondents 

also focused on specific aspects of RRI in their visions, most prominently public en-

gagement339 and research ethics340. Two others mentioned interdisciplinary collabora-

tion between technology development and assessment.341 

When asked about the support needed for realising those RRI visions, Leading 

Researchers most frequently mentioned funding.342 Funding was also seen as a pre-

condition for researchers to make the time commitment necessary for RRI to be possi-

ble343 and to establish supporting institutions for communication and engagement like 

specialised personnel344, institutional support in general345, stimulation for discussions 

about RRI, collaboration between parties and disciplines,346 and RRI education for re-

searchers347. Some also asked for political support of RRI.348 

Difficulties of translating RRI into practice were seen as an obstacle349, also be-

cause the design of an appropriate engagement process is still unclear350, e.g., when sci-

                                                        
335 #024, p. 14-15; #025, p. 10; #029, p. 10; #057, p. 8 
336 #077, p. 11-12 
337 #003, p. 12; #020, p. 9-10; #035, p. 14 
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347 #025, p. 10; #066, p. 10; 077, p. 12-13; #083, p. 10 
348 #009, p. 14; #020, p. 9; #026, p. 12; #030, p. 11; #079, p. 15 
349 #020, p. 9-10 
350 #010, p. 13; #028, p. 10; #057, p. 8; #063, p. 10 
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entific results for political decisions need to be delivered under time pressure351. Addi-

tional bureaucratic expenditure was feared.352 Also, communication difficulties between 

disciplines as well as scientists and non-scientists were anticipated.353 One participant 

stated: “if you really want to see this as a concept that can be operationalised by people 

in a research process, then it needs to be far more concrete and we also need to think 

about that. I mean there is a naïve tendency, let's say it like that.”354 

The influence of companies on research was seen critically, e.g., their ability to 

choose which results to publish.355 A remedy for that was seen in involving many differ-

ent stakeholders to balance biased interests.356 Involvement of the public at large was 

controversial. One interviewee anticipated resistance of mathematicians to addressing 

societal problems: “So, in one extreme you have many leading mathematicians who say: 

‘We don’t want to be bothered with these trivial, nonsensical problems which come 

from society. We have sky ideals and want to do pure mathematics, and not some bas-

tard, very down-to-earth problems.’”357 One reason for this reservation was that mem-

bers of the public were seen as not sufficiently competent to provide useful input as 

they lack knowledge.358 One respondent stated that society has to accept that scientists 

in general know more about the subjects discussed: “not every opinion is equal, but […] 

there is some point in somebody having studied something for a number of years and 

then voicing an opinion based on something else than five minutes of Google.”359 

Additionally, Leading Researchers wanted the RRI concept to take differences be-

tween research fields into account.360 One respondent also identified differences be-

tween European countries: “But now Europe wants to, you could say, create a defini-

tion that works for all European members. We have a problem because it means that 

some countries simply lack the history of doing this in a good way. And I think we 

should be critical on that.”361 Differences between Leading Researchers from different 

countries also became evident in their answers. Researchers from countries like Geor-

gia, Serbia and Malta envisioned quite different future scenarios for RRI than scientists 

from Germany, the Netherlands or the UK. The former often focused on improving the 

national conditions for research in general, e.g., by increasing funding and international-

isation or enhancing infrastructure362 and were worried about political tensions impair-

ing such changes363. One respondent from Serbia stated that scarce public budgets in his 

country give priority to things other than research, let alone RRI: “Science is important, 

                                                        
351 #024, p.15-16 
352 #044, p. 14; #067, p. 7; #083, p. 10 
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but if you need to decide what is more important, to have lunch or to invest in science, 

of course you must provide food first, otherwise no science at all.”364 Another respond-

ent from Serbia identified different priorities than RRI for scientists in his country: “I 

know that researchers in Serbia are inactive in this RRI process since they are fighting 

for better working conditions, for new equipment, contemporary, cutting-edge technol-

ogy.”365 Improving funding conditions for science in general was also a recurrent theme 

of interviewees from other countries. Fostering the diversity of funding and the oppor-

tunities for small research groups was underscored frequently.366 As a result, priorities 

were sometimes set differently and RRI was not heading the wish list.  

Another major requirement cited by Leading Researchers was to reward RRI ac-

tivities via promotions and allocation of funds.367 One respondent identified a dilemma 

for scientists: “I know a lot of people who have sympathy for this way of thinking of sci-

ence. But they just think they are killing their job.”368 Yet another one complained that 

interdisciplinary proposals and proposals that feature external engagement are often 

not accepted: “It turns out, again and again, that very mono-disciplinary proposals are 

easier to assess and evaluate, so they typically end up higher in rankings.”369 

Respondents demanded openness and the willingness to collaborate from all par-

ties in the RRI process, which is often still lacking.370 For example, one scientist de-

scribed lacking recognition of RRI activities from his peers: “I take huge part of my time 

by interviewing, answering, by meeting all the public stakeholders, one to three times in 

order to get a relationship, a quite established relationship. And some of my colleagues 

said: ‘Oh, you are not in the lab today, you are outside’ and they were thinking that I was 

having a good time.”371 However, such a mentality change was seen to be a great chal-

lenge and takes a lot of time.372 

Several respondents also expressed a more deeply rooted resistance to RRI. Two 

respondents viewed RRI only as a fashionable policy concept with a short life-span373, 

another one stated: “I think it's nonsense.”374 Reasons for resistance became also clear. 

Many researchers thought it to be vital to maintain at least some research that is not 

influenced by societal needs375 because it might become useful later on376 or because 

societal benefits are hard to measure377 or because innovation cannot be planned378. 

Another reason to reject RRI, as defined by the European Commission, was to shield 
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science against societal, economic and political influences and ensure its independ-

ence.379 For example, one interviewee wanted experienced scientists to decide about 

societal needs.380 Another one found political demands to be nonsensical, e.g., when 

writing proposals: “requirement for numbers, requirement for the North and the South 

to work together, requirement for equal amounts of female researchers, and female re-

searchers of certain age, young researchers and old researchers, all these kinds of polit-

ical correctness in my opinion is beyond how science happens.”381  

Several Leading Researchers asked for more trust in and support for science and 

urged that science should not be bound by justifications of its usefulness and responsi-

bility382: “speaking out to government or to business is to remind them that their prima-

ry responsibility is to create a good research environment for the researchers who work 

in their institutions, and to protect that domain.”383 Correspondingly, two respondents 

warned against imposing RRI on the scientific community384: “So if one group of people 

tells the others what to do, it might not work as well as if this complete system of scien-

tists and public and politicians learn together how to reach it, instead of having one 

group telling others how to do it. So, that would be my idea for this. I do not want to ex-

clude anyone from this process but I would like to have it happen in an evolutionary 

way and not in a revolutionary or dictatorial way.”385 

 

3.9.2 RESEARCH EXECUTIVES 
 

“What is your personal vision for Responsible Research and Innovation? 

How would you characterise the ideal outcome of Responsible Research and Innova-
tion? 

How would you characterise the ideal process for achieving this outcome? 

Given the vision for Responsible Research and Innovation you have just described, 
where do you see your own institution? 

If you had all the resources required, what steps would you take within the next year or 
two to move your institution closer to the envisaged ideal?” 

 

In a similar vein, Research Executives were asked about the ideal outcome of RRI. 

They mentioned predominantly societal impact of research386 as well as public en-

gagement387. When asked about the ideal process to achieve this outcome or the next 
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steps necessary, most focused on public engagement to identify societal needs and how 

to design a structured process.388 For example, items such as achieving a balance be-

tween different external parties389 and how much influence to grant them390 were 

brought up as points of concern. Other envisioned features of the implementation pro-

cess were funding and incentivising RRI391, educating researchers and university staff 

on RRI392 and institutions adopting the RRI approach393. One respondent emphasised 

that the practical implications of RRI need to be spelled out: “you will find little opposi-

tion to the general idea that we are responsible and should do things, but then, what 

does this mean in practice?“394 

Most saw their own institution still at the beginning of the RRI process395 or on the 

way but more needs to be done396. Several also thought their institution is already well 

placed397, e.g. because it is an entrepreneurial university398 or because it is doing ap-

plied research399. 

One obstacle Research Executives perceived in the way of RRI implementation 

was its lack of acceptance by researchers. It might become a “tick-the-box exer-

cise”400, merely pretending social responsibility. This was illustrated with the following 

example: “I remember my wife was a molecular biologist, and then some decades ago 

there was this popular war against cancer and then every molecular biologist somehow 

presented what they really wanted to do as relevant for cancer.”401 Research Executives 

also thought that societal impact is the responsibility of applied research, not of fun-

damental research.402 They wished to continue basic research as well as research inde-

pendent from societal demands and influence.403 Also, participants wanted the public 

and politics to accept scientific competence and authority.404 

 

In conclusion, Leading Researchers and Research Executives expressed their 

support for RRI as defined by the European Commission. However, they often only fo-

cused on specific aspects, mostly public engagement and research ethics. Knowledge 

of RRI and its different features seems to be still in its infancy. One Research Executive 

identified a common misunderstanding: “I think there is a bit of danger that people 
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think RRI is ethics, and it is not, it is a very different thing.”405 Next to increasing the 

knowledge about RRI in the scientific community, participants frequently mentioned 

the need to foster RRI via funding, incentives, career opportunities and support 

structures. Also, translating RRI into practice was seen as a major challenge. Especially 

the public engagement process was brought up as a point of concern because its con-

crete design is still unclear. So, participants are unsure what is expected from them 

when RRI is put into practice. Leading Researchers also feared the biased influence of 

stakeholders as well as incompetence of lay people, while Research Executives were 

more focused on how to design the engagement process in a useful way. 

Leading Researchers as well as Research Executives also emphasised differences 

between research fields, expressing the view that responsibility entails different things 

in applied and fundamental research. Consequently, many advocated maintaining 

basic research not directed at societal needs. Also, participants from both groups want-

ed to shield science against external influences and saw science as better able to make 

competent decisions. The answers of Leading Researchers also made clear that RRI is 

not seen as a priority in countries were science in general struggles for funding and 

support. 
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4 CHALLENGES WITH INTERVIEW PARTNERS 
 

Some of the interview questions were not understood as we thought they would 

be. This applies specifically to questions about the institutional environment (part 5 of 

the questionnaires). Most of the interview partners wanted to talk about how research 

is supported in their country and what difficulties they have in their everyday work. For 

example, they took the opportunity to demand more stable positions for researchers, 

less emphasis on impact factors in the publication system or easier access to funds. 

They did not get to answer the questions regarding RRI. We now understand better 

what our interview partners from different countries consider their pressing needs and 

concerns, and we see this as a collateral benefit of our international study. However, we 

did not include these answers in our analysis because they were mostly irrelevant and 

delivered no new insights for RRI implementation. 

We have interviewed one interview partner from Canada who was suggested by 

one of our consortium partners. We accepted to interview this person because we were 

not sure how many interview partners we would have until the end of the study. After-

wards we decided not to include the answers of this interview partner because the in-

terviewee is no European and therefore this interview is not useable. Two interview 

recordings from Dublin were not sent to us and therefore we could not analyse them. 

This means that the European Study contains 86 interview partners instead of 89 inter-

view partners as mentioned in Deliverable 3.2. 
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5 CONCLUSION, STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
ROADMAP AND OUTLOOK 

 

5.1 CONCLUSION  
 
The above analysis is based on the outcome of a large-scale empirical study among 

Leading Researchers and Research Executives at European universities. It delivers im-

portant insights into how the scientific community views RRI and what barriers might 

disturb or obstruct its implementation. In the interviews, we focused on the two poten-

tially contentious features of RRI, namely, research directed by societal needs (‘Science 

for Society’) and the involvement of non-scientists into research (‘Science with Society’). 

Based on our findings, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY: ADDRESSING SOCIETAL PROBLEMS IN RESEARCH 
 

 Leading Researchers and Research Executives were generally prepared to ad-

dress societal problems in their research and let such problems influence their 

research agendas.  

 Many participants regarded solving societal problems as an essential feature of 

responsible research and as desirable for research in general.  

 Funding requirements and career opportunities are highlighted as a factor influ-

encing whether societal challenges are addressed. 

 Especially Leading Researchers, and to a lesser extent Research Executives, em-

phasise the need for fundamental research that is not directed at societal aims. 

Reasons given are:  

 

o Leading Researchers were sceptical regarding the anticipation of research 

outcomes and therefore also the anticipation of their usefulness for socie-

ty, especially in the early stages of research; fundamental research is seen 

as building the basis for innovations later on.  

o Leading Researchers and Research Executives emphasised differences be-

tween research fields and expressed the view that responsibility means 

different things in applied and fundamental research.  

o Leading Researchers were also sceptical of anticipating the societal im-

pact of technologies; anticipation is considered easier in applied research, 

for technologies close to completion and for small improvements; in-

volvement of technology-assessing disciplines was expected to facilitate 

the anticipation of the potential future impact.  
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SCIENCE WITH SOCIETY: INVOLVING NON-SCIENTISTS IN RESEARCH 
 

 Options for engagement from outside of science are widely recognised by Lead-

ing Researchers and Research Executives, with stakeholders being mentioned 

more often than lay people.  

 Both groups chiefly reported about experiences with dissemination activities; 

more interactive formats are known to a lesser extent.  

 Participative research is seen as important for addressing needs of society dur-

ing the research process.  

 Mostly Leading Researchers emphasised that engagement must not impair free-

dom of research and want to shield science against external influences.  

 Engagement was regarded as easier in applied research than in fundamental or 

theoretical fields; relevance of a topic to stakeholders and lay people is seen as a 

precondition for their engagement.  

 Leading Researchers and Research Executives saw Calls for Proposals (as issued 

by political bodies or foundations) as the most important factor for shaping their 

research, followed by Collaborations among researchers and leadership of Re-

nowned Experts.  

 The appropriate design of the engagement process was a major concern for 

Leading Researchers and Research Executives. 

 Stakeholders were mostly seen as sources of funding and to a lesser degree as 

providers of information about which problems are practically pressing.  

 Involvement of stakeholders was regarded as a means for anticipating the possi-

ble societal impact of technological innovations. Leading Researchers were wor-

ried about the biased influence of business and politics on science regarding top-

ics and desired results.  

 Research Executives viewed research done with industry as respectable interac-

tion that benefits both universities and companies; they are mainly afraid that 

stakeholder influence leads to a skewed public perception of science as being bi-

ased and less objective.  

 Relationships with non-industrial institutions were also widely spread among 

universities, although Research Executives seem to be less aware of them as 

compared to industry-relations.  

 Lay people were mainly seen as recipients of information and education which 

is tied to hopes of raising public support for science.  

 Some Leading Researchers and Research Executives acknowledged that lay peo-

ple legitimately influence the research agenda by stressing societal needs; Lead-

ing Researchers also envisaged options for Citizen Science, that is, by assisting 

scientists in collecting data. 
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 Leading Researchers and Research Executives were worried about lay people’s 

lack of knowledge about scientific topics, possibly leading to unrealistic expecta-

tions, nonsensical demands or communication difficulties.  

 

RRI AS DEFINED BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
 

 By and large, Leading Researchers and Research Executives supported RRI as de-

fined by the EC with some important qualifications (see above).  

 Often respondents only focused on either public engagement or research ethics.  

 Knowledge of the concept of RRI, its different features and their implications 

seems not well developed in the scientific community; many participants de-

manded to educate researchers on RRI.  

 The practical usefulness of the definition of RRI was called into question by both 

groups of participants due to its vagueness and generality.  

 Translating RRI into practice was seen as a major challenge by Leading Re-

searchers and Research Executives; especially the engagement process was said 

to be in need of clarification. 

 Both groups feared the additional burden of RRI in terms of administrative tasks 

and communication efforts.  

 Participants frequently demanded funding, incentives, career opportunities and 

support structures to foster RRI implementation.  

 Leading Researchers were more focused on conceptual difficulties of RRI, while 

Research Executives were more concerned with its practical feasibility.  

 Leading Researchers from countries where science struggles for funding and 

support made clear that RRI is not seen as a priority.  

 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RRI IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Based on these conclusions, recommendations can be developed for the successful 

implementation of RRI in Higher Education Institutions across Europe. These recom-

mendations confirm those made in Deliverable D3.4 (“Study Recommendations for the 

Implementation Roadmap”) and add important aspects to effectively overcome barriers. 

 

5.2.1 SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY 
 

Regarding Science for Society, participants considered it important to address so-

cietal problems in their research. However, they also feared to lose scientific autonomy 

and productivity if societal impact is indiscriminately required for all fields, types and 
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stages of research. Research directed at understanding and early phases of the research 

process were seen as not suitable for being subjected to advice from society. Therefore, 

RRI should be implemented with moderation in order to prevent an antagonistic re-

sponse in the scientific community. However, the drawback is that societal demand only 

gets heeded after a lot of resources have already been spent on a line of research which 

then might be rejected eventually. One way to prevent premature closure of research 

lines is to support a diversity of research upstream. Society can effectively intervene in 

later stages when uncertainty of outcomes is reduced. Also, to anticipate social re-

sistance to technologies, analysis of their social context is relevant. This can be accom-

plished early on by scientists collaborating with technology-assessing disciplines. 

Therefore, the following recommendations for RRI implementation suggest themselves: 

 
GENERAL 
 

 Appeal to the desire of scientists to solve societal problems and to do socially 

relevant research.  

 Maintain fundamental research not directed at societal aims and grant room for 

exploratory research.  

 Do not privilege or block specific research lines upstream but pursue a plurality 

of research lines to widen the leeway for societal choice and to enable serendipi-

tous findings.  

 Take societal demands into close consideration in research stages approaching 

practical use.  

 Anticipate societal resistance beforehand by instigating an interdisciplinary dia-

logue with social groups.  

 

FOR THE NUCLEI 
 

 Communicate to scientists the opportunities of RRI for solving societal problems 

and improving lives.  

 Be aware of differences regarding demand-driven research between research 

fields, types and stages.  

 Bring researchers producing technology and assessing its societal impact togeth-

er for anticipating possible societal resistance.  

 

5.2.2 SCIENCE WITH SOCIETY 
 

Engagement possibilities for dissemination were widely recognised among study 

participants. Knowledge of the variety of engagement formats, especially more interac-
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tive ones seemed to be lacking and should be improved. Stakeholders were seen as an 

important source of information about demands but their biased interests were seen as 

obstacles to a more substantial involvement. A possible remedy is the inclusion of a va-

riety of different stakeholders who bring different interests to bear so that research is 

not skewed by singular interests. Engagement of lay people was said to be hindered by 

their lack of knowledge about scientific topics. Educating them beforehand might make 

their influence more acceptable to scientists. In general, the design of the engagement 

process is a major concern of participants and needs clarification and conceptual work 

to alleviate worries. Regarding different research fields, applied research with relevance 

to non-scientists was seen as most suited for engagement. 

 
GENERAL  
 

 Communicate benefits of external engagement, e.g., identification of needs, antic-

ipation of societal impact, but also raise interest and support for science.  

 Prevent one-sided stakeholder influence by appeal to a variety of differently bi-

ased stakeholders; do not only rely on industry.  

 See to it that influences from all social actors come from a broad range of values 

and interests so that an inclusive socially responsible research agenda can 

emerge.  

 The design of the engagement process needs clarification and conceptual work.  

 Engagement should concentrate on applied work.  

 

FOR THE NUCLEI  
 

 Enhance researchers’ knowledge of engagement possibilities, especially of more 

interactive formats.  

 To overcome the obstacle of unbalanced stakeholder influence, identify stake-

holders with different interests regarding a certain research project or a field of 

research that is prominent in your institution; pay special attention to non-

industry stakeholders.  

 Explore the design of an engagement process that is acceptable to scientists, e.g., 

by conducting a survey or a focus group among researchers.  

 

5.2.3 RRI AS DEFINED BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
 

Although participants supported conducting research in accordance with societal 

needs and values, they often focussed on either public engagement or research ethics to 

achieve this. Awareness of the different features of RRI should be fostered in the scien-
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tific community. Also, in order to be useful in practice, the definition of RRI needs to 

become more concrete and include, for example, details on the engagement process (see 

above). To shoulder the additional burden created by RRI implementation (administra-

tion, communication etc.), respondents strongly emphasised the need for funds, incen-

tives and support. It also became clear that RRI is not a concern in countries where sci-

ence operates under poor funding opportunities and lacking support. 

 

GENERAL 
 

 Educate the scientific community on the concept of RRI.  

 Elaborate and specify what RRI means in practice.  

 Keep the additional effort required from scientists for RRI at a minimum.  

 Create funding opportunities, career opportunities, incentives and support struc-

tures (e.g. for communication) for RRI.  

 Be aware of national differences in RRI prioritization.  

 

FOR THE NUCLEI 
 

 Organise an event that aims at informing Leading Researchers and Research Ex-

ecutives about RRI and to familiarize them with the concept and its benefits.  

 Identify role models at your institution who already engage in RRI and bring 

them together with other interested scientists for an exchange about how RRI 

might be implemented in practice.  

 Foster a dialogue among institutions, funding agencies and scientists how RRI 

can be incentivized, e.g., by organising a debate about how RRI can be acknowl-

edged in calls for proposals or via scholarships.  

 

5.3 OUTLOOK ON THE CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS 
 
The empirical analysis yielded important insights into the views of Leading Re-

searchers and Research Executives on RRI. In the second phase of the NUCLEUS Project, 

we will subject those findings to a philosophical analysis which will be combined with 

case studies. The aim is to determine whether worries of participants identified in the 

empirical part of our analysis are justified and how they might be alleviated. Some fruit-

ful points for conceptual analysis have already become apparent. 

For example, participants frequently voiced fears to lose scientific autonomy as 

well as sustainability and creativity of research if agendas are directed by social de-

mands. This calls for an analysis of the different aspects of fundamental and applied re-
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search, their differences and relationship. Participants often seem to assume a linear 

relationship, i.e., fundamental research feeding into applied research feeding into inno-

vations and new technologies. However, this so-called linear model has been criticised 

for not taking into account the reciprocal relationships between different kinds of re-

search. For example, applied research is able to produce new insights useful for basic 

research. Also, participants were sceptical of the predictability of research outcomes 

and their usefulness to society. This raises the conceptual question under which condi-

tions planned research can actually be successful and the normative question whether 

research exclusively aimed at understanding can be part of RRI.  

Another important point of the conceptual analysis is the potential epistemic bene-

fits of RRI. As mentioned by one study participant, such benefits might win over scien-

tists for RRI who are concerned about decreasing quality of research through external 

influence and engagement. Many interviewees were also concerned with how to design 

public influence, for example, at which stages of the research process it is most effective 

or whether lay people should be educated beforehand. Clarification and justification of 

the actual process might decrease worries in the scientific community. The process de-

sign is also connected to questions of what can reasonably be expected of individual 

scientists to implement RRI and what might rather be tasks of institutions or policy 

makers. The interviews showed that participants fear an additional personal burden 

and that they wish for incentives and support structures. 

The aim of the philosophical analysis is to develop a more detailed and concrete 

concept of RRI. Participants criticised the vagueness of the EC definition, especially on 

controversial issues like science directed by societal demand and public engagement. 

We wish to flesh out the RRI concept, thereby taking into account the intuitions of Lead-

ing Researchers and Research Executives as well as philosophical analysis. Relevant 

items are appropriate designs for including public input effectively and without adverse 

side-effects, schemes for familiarizing the public with the scientific issues at hand, and 

potential epistemic benefits of RRI which might win over scientists who are concerned 

about decreasing research quality through external interference. Our findings will be 

continually fed into the work carried out in the Embedded and Mobile Nuclei to support 

successful RRI implementation in the second phase of the NUCLEUS project. 
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW FOR LEADING RESEARCHERS 
 

Good Morning/Good Afternoon, Professor/Dr./Mr./Ms. XXX - Thank you very much for 

your willingness to participate in this interview. 

 

The interview is part of an interdisciplinary study which focuses on a new understand-

ing of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) in universities and scientific institu-

tions. The study is embedded in a Horizon 2020-project called ‘NUCLEUS’. In this inter-

view, it is our goal to capture and understand your experiences, views, hopes and wor-

ries with regard to research performed in the service of society. We want to understand 

your point of view and what RRI could sensibly mean from where you are sitting. 

 

The data from the interviews will be anonymised and only used for research in the NU-

CLEUS project. 

 

All in all, this interview will take approximately one hour. 

Do you give me the permission to record this interview? 

We will send you the transcribed interview for correction of factual mistakes. 

 

 

Gender (fill in without asking):         

□ female 

                    □ male 

  

Age:                    

Ph.D.:  □ yes 

                    □ no 

 Year:  

Years in research after Ph.D.: 

Name and country of institution (fill in without asking): 

Field of research: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. First… 
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a. Do you think that the willingness of scientists to cooperate with one another has 

declined over the last [30] years [or so]? [reword for young participants] 

b. Can you provide one piece of anecdotal evidence in support of your answer? 

 

2. This section of the interview is about your experiences and views with regard 

to RRI. 

a. What role do you see for science (or research) in society? 

b. Can you describe a positive example of Responsible Research and Innova-

tion?  

[Can you think of an example that illustrates what RRI means to you person-

ally?] 
 

[Can you describe an example of where research has led to what you would 

see as a beneficial application?]  
 

What makes it a positive example?*  

c. Can you describe a negative example? 

[When you think of what RRI means to you, can you think of an example of 

research that lacks an appropriate amount of responsibility?] 

[Can you describe an example of where research has led to what you would 

see as a harmful application?] 

What makes it a negative example?* 

d. What is your personal experience with science or research in society? For ex-

ample, how do you engage people in your research? Or do societal challenges 

influence the research projects which you have conducted or have sought 

funding for?  

 [People = literally anybody: students, colleagues, friends and family, repre-

sentatives of industry or civil society, policymakers and officials, lay people in 

general] 

 

3. An important aspect of Responsible Research and Innovation as this term is 

generally understood is the engagement of stakeholders and lay people. This 

section is about your general views on stakeholder and lay people engage-

ment. 

[Stakeholder = any person or party who has an interest in research, e.g. gov-

ernment, industry, media, or representatives therefrom] 

[Lay people = ‘people from the street’, randomly selected members of the popu-

lation] 
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[Engagement = participation in the widest sense; could be that stakeholders and 

lay people contribute, that they listen, make suggestions, or that researchers 

have to justify or explain what they are doing to them, or anything of this sort.] 

a. What possibilities do you see for engaging stakeholders or lay people in your 

own research? 

b. What possibilities do you see for engaging stakeholders in fields of research 

other than your own? 

c. What hopes and worries do you have? 

[What hopes and worries do you have with regard to the possibilities of en-

gagement you have just described?] 

d. What conditions must be fulfilled in order for these possibilities of engage-

ment to be realised? 

 [What main things are needed in order to realise the possibilities of engage-

ment you have just described?] 

 

4. This section is about different mechanisms for shaping research. We are inter-

ested in the relative importance of different driving forces that shape research 

– political agendas, business interests, research-internal factors, or more 

broader societal influences. 

[One could also put it like this: There are different kinds of actors who can take the 

lead in shaping research – for example, political institutions, corporations, research-

ers themselves, or citizens. In this section, we are asking about your views on, and 

your experiences with, different mechanisms and actors that can influence the 

pathways of research.] 

a. How do calls for proposals influence your own research? How do calls for 

proposals influence research more generally? 

[What do you think about calls for proposals (issued by ministries or other 

governmental agencies)? What are your experiences?]  

b. How does private sponsorship influence your own research? How does pri-

vate sponsorship influence research more generally? 

[What do you think about private sponsorship? What are your experiences?] 

c. How do senior researchers (including yourself) influence your own research? 

How do senior researchers influence research more generally? 

[What do you think about thought leadership of renowned experts (e.g. sen-

ior researchers)? What are your experiences?] 
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d.  How do collaborations among all researchers – including junior researchers 

and students – influence your own research? How do collaborations among 

all researchers influence research more generally? 

[What do you think about collaborations among all researchers (including 

junior researchers or students)? What are your experiences?] 

e. What do you think about ‘Citizen Science’- involvement of both researchers 

and representatives of civil society? What are your experiences? 

[How do members of civil society influence your own research? How do mem-

bers of civil society influence research more generally?] 

[Citizen Science = involvement of both researchers and representatives of civil 

society in research activities] 

 

5. This section is about your evaluation of the existing institutional context of 

research and innovation. We are interested in your views on, and experiences 

with, various aspects of this context. 

[In particular, in the following, we would like to talk about funding structures, career 

paths, the publication environment, intellectual property rights, existing institution-

al initiatives, support services and the distribution of power within research organi-

sations.] 

a. What is good about current funding structures (in the context of RRI)? What 

is bad about current funding structures? What are your experiences? 

[To what extent do current funding structures enable RRI? To what extent do 

current funding structures constrain RRI?] 

[Do funding structures incentivise positive contributions to society? Are pos-

itive societal impacts appropriately considered within the current system of 

research funding?] 

b. What is good about current career paths (in the context of RRI)? What is bad 

about current career paths? What are your experiences? 

[To what extent do current career paths enable RRI? To what extent do cur-

rent career paths constrain RRI?] 

[Are positive contributions to society rewarded career-wise? Does it help re-

searchers’ careers to think about questions such as “Is my research benefi-

cial to society?”] 
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c. What is good about the current publication environment (in the context of 

RRI)? What is bad about the current publication environment? What are 

your own experiences? 

[To what extent does the current publication environment enable RRI? To 

what extent does the current publication environment constrain RRI?] 

[Are positive contributions to society considered within the current publica-

tion system? Does thinking about questions such as “Is my research benefi-

cial to society?” help getting published] 

d. What is good about the current system of intellectual property rights (in the 

context of RRI)? What is bad about the current system of intellectual proper-

ty rights? What are your own experiences? 

[To what extent do intellectual property rights enable RRI? To what extent 

do intellectual property rights constrain RRI?] 

[Does the current system of intellectual property rights promote socially 

beneficial applications of research? Does intellectual property help to make 

the world a better place?] 

e. What is good about existing institutional initiatives/agendas (in the context 

of RRI)? What is bad about existing institutional initiatives/agendas? What 

are your experiences? 

[Existing institutional initiatives or agendas = institutionally initiated pro-

grammes to promote an alignment of research with societal needs and val-

ues, including requirements of gender equality or interdisciplinarity. For ex-

ample, in the UK there is the Athena SWAN initiative to promote equal op-

portunities for women in science. Also, many universities have on-site incu-

bators which seek to convert research into marketable products.] 

[To what extent do existing institutional initiatives and agendas enable RRI? 

To what extent do existing institutional initiatives and agendas constrain 

RRI?] 

[Do existing institutional agendas promote socially beneficial applications of 

research? Do existing institutional agendas help to make the world a better 

place?] 

f. What is good about current support services (in the context of RRI)? What is 

bad about current support services? What are your experiences? 
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[Support services = organisational units such as Human Resources, IT and 

Web Development, or Controlling, that contribute to the administration of 

research in line with accepted frameworks of conduct.]  

[To what extent do existing support services enable RRI? To what extent do 

existing institutional initiatives and agendas constrain RRI?] 

g. What is good about the distribution of power among researchers (in the con-

text of RRI)? What is bad about the distribution of power? What are your ex-

periences? 

[To what extent do existing power structures within research organisations 

and projects enable RRI? To what extent do existing power structures within 

research organisations and projects constrain RRI?] 

[Who can set research agendas?] 

[Do they harm? Are they a hindrance?] 

 

6. This section is about your views on the new definition of RRI adopted by the 

European Commission. 

In the Research Framework HORIZON 2020 the European Commission defines RRI 

as “a process in which all societal actors (researchers, citizens, policymakers, business, 

third sector organisations, etc.) work together during the whole research and innova-

tion process in order to align research and innovation outcomes with the values, needs 

and expectations of society.” 

a. What opportunities and risks does RRI as defined by this definition present 

for your own work?  

b. What opportunities and risks does RRI as defined by this definition present 

for the future development of science and research more generally? 

 

7. This section is about the assessment of research and innovation outcomes. 

a. To what extent is it possible to anticipate research outcomes during the re-

search process? 

b. To what extent do you think the societal consequences of technological inno-

vations can be anticipated? 

 

8. This section is about your visions for Responsible Research and Innovation. 
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a. What are your ideas for the future of Responsible Research and Innovation?  

[To what characteristics and ideals should RRI aspire? What should RRI be 

like?] 

[What steps would you take? Where do you want to go?] 

b. What kind of support (institutional, economic, etc.) do you need in order to 

realise these possibilities?  

i. Are there differences between your own research and other fields of 

research? 

c. What obstacles do you anticipate? 

 

Is there anything regarding Responsible Research and Innovation that we haven’t dis-

cussed that you’d like to add? 

 

Thank you for your time and answers. We will send you the transcript of the interview 

as soon as possible. 
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW FOR RESEARCH EXECUTIVES 
 

Good Morning/Good Afternoon, Professor/Dr./Mr./Ms. XXX - Thank you very much for 

your willingness to participate in this interview. 

 

The interview is part of an interdisciplinary study which focuses on a new understand-

ing of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) in universities and scientific institu-

tions. The study is embedded in a Horizon 2020-project called ‘NUCLEUS’. In this inter-

view, it is our goal to capture and understand your experiences, views, hopes and wor-

ries with regard to research performed in the service of society, with a particular focus 

on your own institution. We want to understand your point of view and what RRI could 

sensibly mean from where you are sitting. 

 

The structure of the interview is as follows: the first part is about your own personal 

experiences and the experiences of your current institution, the second part is about the 

possibilities for institutional change as you perceive them. 

 

The data from the interviews will be anonymised and only used for research in the NU-

CLEUS project. 

 

All in all, this interview will take approximately 50 to 60 minutes. 

Do you give me the permission to record this interview? 

We will send you the transcribed interview for correction of factual mistakes. 

 

Gender (fill in without asking):         

□ female 

                     □ male 

                    

Age:  

Name and country of institution (fill in without asking): 

Current position in institution: 

Time in current post: 

Professional background: 

Number of research staff: 

Number of research students: 
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Part One: Personal Experience and Experience of Own Institution 

The idea of the first part is to talk about your own personal experience and the govern-

ance of your own institution. We are interested in your views on ‘Responsible Research 

and Innovation’ and the possibilities, opportunities and risks you see as far as ‘Respon-

sible Research and Innovation’ in your own institution is concerned. 

 

1. The first section is about your experiences and views. 

a. How would you describe the role of your institution in society? 

b. Can you describe a positive example of Responsible Research and Innova-

tion? 

[Can you think of an example that illustrates what RRI means to you person-

ally?] 

[Can you describe an example of where research has led to what you would 

see as a beneficial application?]  

What makes it a positive example?*  

c. What is your institution’s experience with science or research in society? For 

example, how does your institution engage people in research? Or do societal 

challenges influence the research projects that your institution seeks funding 

for? 

[People = literally anybody: students, colleagues, friends and family, repre-

sentatives of industry or civil society, policymakers and officials, lay people in 

general] 

 

[Can you say a few words about the relationship between your institution 

and society?] 

 

2. An important aspect of Responsible Research and Innovation as this term is 

generally understood is the engagement of stakeholders and lay people. This 

section is about your general views on stakeholder and lay people engage-

ment. 

[Stakeholder = any person or party who has an interest in research, e.g. government, 

industry, media, or representatives therefrom] 

[Lay people = ‘people from the street’, randomly selected members of the popula-

tion] 
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[Engagement = participation in the widest sense; could be that stakeholders and lay 

people contribute, that they listen, make suggestions, or that researchers have to 

justify or explain what they are doing to them, or anything of this sort.] 

a. What possibilities do you see for engaging stakeholders or lay people in your 

own institution? 

b. How do these possibilities of engagement differ between different research 

areas? 

c. What hopes and worries do you have with regard to these possibilities for 

engagement?  

d. What conditions must be fulfilled in order for these possibilities of engage-

ment to be realised in your institution? 

[What main things are needed in order to realise the possibilities of engage-

ment you have just described?] 

 

3. This section is about different mechanisms for shaping research. We are inter-

ested in the relative importance of different driving forces that shape research 

- political agendas, business interests, research-internal factors, or more 

broader societal influences. 

[One could also put it like this: There are different kinds of actors who can take the 

lead in shaping research – for example, political institutions, corporations, research-

ers themselves, or citizens. In this section, we are asking about your institution’s ex-

periences with different mechanisms and actors that can influence the pathways of 

research.] 

a. How do calls for proposals influence research in your institution? 

[What do you think about calls for proposals (issued by ministries or other 

governmental agencies)? What are your institution’s experiences?] 

b. How does private sponsorship influence research in your institution? 

[What do you think about private sponsorship? What are your institution’s 

experiences?] 

c. How do renowned experts (e.g. senior researchers) influence research in 

your institution? 

[What do you think about thought leadership by renowned experts and sen-

ior researchers? What are your institution’s experiences?] 

d. How do collaborations among all researchers – including junior researchers 

and students – influence research in your own institution? 
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[What do you think about collaborations among all researchers (including 

junior researchers or students)? What are your institution’s experiences with 

collaborations among all researchers?] 

e. What do you think about ‘Citizen Science’? What are your institution’s expe-

riences? 

[Citizen Science = involvement of both researchers and representatives of 

civil society in research activities] 

[How do members of civil society influence research in your own institution?] 

 

4. This question is about the ‘embeddedness’ of research performed by your in-

stitution within the larger institutional setting. 

a. How would you characterise the relation between research performed by 

your own institution and industry?  

i. What partnerships with industry does your institution currently have? 

[Can you give us a broad overview of the types of relationships with 

industry that your institution is currently engaged in?] 

ii. How does this differ from the past? 

[Can you say a few sentences about how the relationship between 

your institution and industry has evolved over time?] 

iii. How does this differ from other institutions you have worked for? 

[How do the relations between your current institution and industry 

differ from other institutions you have worked for?] 

b. How would you characterise the relation between research performed by 

your institution and external partners other than industry? 

i. What partnerships other than those with industry does your institu-

tion currently have? 

[Can you give us a broad overview of the types of relationships with 

partners other than industry that your institution is currently engaged 

in?] 

ii. How does this differ from the past? 

[Can you say a few sentences about how the relationship between 

your institution and non-industry partners has evolved over time?] 

iii. How does this differ from other institutions you have worked for? 
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[How do the relations between your current institution and non-

industry partners differ from other institutions you have worked for?]  

 

Part Two: Desirable Changes 

The idea of the second part is to explore the potential for institutional change. 

 

5. This question is about the changes would you make to the current institutional 

environment of research and innovation.  

a. What, if any, changes would you make to the following elements of the cur-

rent institutional environment as faced by your own institution? 

i. Funding structures 

ii. Career paths 

iii. Publication environment 

iv. Intellectual property rights 

v. Existing institutional initiatives/agendas 

[Existing institutional initiatives or agendas = institutionally initiated 

programmes to promote an alignment of research with societal needs 

and values, including requirements of gender equality or interdiscipli-

narity. For example, in the UK there is the Athena SWAN initiative to 

promote equal opportunities for women in science. Also, many uni-

versities have on-site incubators which seek to convert research into 

marketable products.] 

vi. Support services (e.g. HR departments, controlling, IT) 

[Support services = organisational units such as Human Resources, IT 

and Web Development, or Controlling, that contribute to the admin-

istration of research in line with accepted frameworks of conduct.]  

vii. Reporting lines 

viii. Distribution of power within research organisations 

 

6. This section is about your views on the practical implication of the new defini-

tion of RRI adopted by the European Commission. 

In the Research Framework HORIZON 2020 the European Commission defines RRI 

as “a process in which all societal actors (researchers, citizens, policymakers, business, 

third sector organisations, etc.) work together during the whole research and innova-
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tion process in order to align research and innovation outcomes with the values, needs 

and expectations of society.” 

a. What opportunities does RRI as defined by the EC’s new definition present 

for your own institution? 

b. What risks does RRI as defined by the EC’s new definition present for your 

own institution?  

 

7. This question is about your vision for Responsible Research and Innovation. 

a. What is your personal vision for Responsible Research and Innovation? 

i. How would you characterise the ideal outcome of Responsible Re-

search and Innovation? 

ii. How would you characterise the ideal process for achieving this out-

come? 

 

8. This question is about what needs to be done. 

a. Given the vision for Responsible Research and Innovation you have just de-

scribed, where do you see your own institution? 

b. If you had all the resources required, what steps would you take within the 

next year or two to move your institution closer to the envisaged ideal? 

 

 

Is there anything regarding Responsible Research and Innovation that we haven’t dis-

cussed that you’d like to add? 

 

Thank you for your time and answers. We will send you the transcript of the interview 

asap. 
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APPENDIX 3: NUMBER OF INTERVIEW PARTNERS FROM EACH CONSORTIUM 
PARTNER 
 

Consortium Partner Leading Re-
searchers 
female 

Leading Re-
searchers 
male 

Research 
Executives 
female 

Research 
Executives 
male 

All Inter-
view Part-
ners 

All invited 
potential 
Interview 
Partners 

Rhine Waal Univer-
sity of Applied Sci-
ences 

1 1 1 0 3 5 

Lyon University 0 2 1 0 3 7 
Ruhr University 
Bochum 

1 8* 1 3 14 17 

Science View 0 0 0 1 1 6 
University of Malta 1 4 0 0 5 7 
University of Twen-
te 

1 2** 0 2 5 6 

University of Aber-
deen 

0 2 2 1 5 10 

University of Edin-
burgh 

2 0 1 0 3 17 

Ilia State University 2 3 2 0 7 7 
Bielefeld University 0 0 0 1 1 3 
Science City Hanno-
ver 

2 2 0 2 6 6 

Psiquadro 0 0 1 0 1 3 
Nottingham Trent 
University 

1 2 1 1 5 8 

Wissenschaft im 
Dialog 

0 0 1 1 2 3 

Dublin City Univer-
sity 

0 1 2**** 1**** 4 *** 

Delft University of 
Technology 

3 5 1** 0 9 16 

Nottingham City 
Council 

1 0 1 1 3 4 

Mathematical Insti-
tute of the Serbian 
Academy of Scienc-
es and Arts 

3 4 1 2 10 15 

All 18 36* 16 16 86* (re-

sponse rate 
61%) 

146 

 
State: August 31, 2017 

* One additional interview partner is from Canada but we did not analyse the interview. 

** One additional interview could not be used because the voice isn‘t recorded. 

***All interviews are conducted by consortium partner. 

**** We did not receive one additional interview yet. 

 


